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Abstract
The present thesis focuses on the tracking performance of the CMS experiment at the LHC.
Already at the end of the first run period in December 2012 the accelerator nearly reached
an instantaneous luminosity of 1×1034 cm−2 s−1, resulting in about 20 proton-proton inter-
actions on average per bunch crossing. This implies that in addition to a possible physically
interesting interaction many soft, uninteresting interactions take place. The improvements
at the accelerator, which are carried out now (2014), are expected to increase this number of
collisions even further. Moreover, the increased center-of-mass energy of up to 14 TeV en-
larges the number of tracks produced per vertex. This background can lead to a deteriorated
resolution of the reconstructed physical objects of the hard interaction.
Currently, there are two similar approaches applied at the CMS experiment to remove those
tracks from a collection of reconstructed particles that do not originate from the signal in-
teraction. This work presents a new approach to achieve a better association based on more
information of the tracker. Moreover, the possibility of assigning a particle track to more than
one vertex is implemented. This analysis focuses on signal tracks, which are associated with
the hardest interactions. Through different options of the new approach the performance of
the assignment of signal tracks can be regulated. This yields in a better performance com-
pared to the two established approaches.
The impact on final physics object performance is tested, for instance for the calibration of
the missing transverse energy. Almost entirely, an improvement of the physical results is
observed with the presented approach.
Furthermore, the results of the simulation are compared with actual data of the CMS experi-
ment. For most observables a good agreement is visible. Also here, the new approach shows
a significant improvement in the calibration of the missing transverse energy. Moreover,
especially in scenarios with a higher number of interactions the new approach seems to pro-
vide significant improvement concerning that calibration. Nevertheless, a good assignment
of tracks to vertices becomes more difficult after future upgrades.
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Kurzfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Spurrekonstruktion des CMS Experiments
am LHC. Bereits am Ende der ersten Phase der Datennahme im Dezember 2012 erreichte der
Beschleuniger eine instantane Luminosita¨t von fast 1×1034 cm−2 s−1, was im Durchschnitt zu
etwa 20 Proton-Proton-Wechselwirkungen bei einer Kollision von zwei Protonpaketen fu¨rte.
Dies bedeutet, dass zusa¨tzlich zu einer mo¨glichen physikalisch interessanten Interaktion vie-
le weiche, uninteressante Wechselwirkungen stattfinden. Die Verbesserungen, die zur Zeit
(2014) am Beschleuniger durchgefu¨hrt werden, lassen erwarten, dass die Zahl der Proton-
Proton-Wechselwirkungen bei einer Kollision zweier Protonpakate weiter steigen wird. Hin-
zu kommt eine erho¨hte Schwerpunktsenergie von bis zu 14 TeV, wodurch mehr Spuren pro
Vertex erwartet werden. Dieser Untergrund kann dazu fu¨hren, dass die Auflo¨sung der re-
konstruierten physikalischen Objekte bei den interessanten Kollisionen verschlechtert wird.
Zur Zeit gibt es beim CMS Experiment zwei a¨hnliche Ansa¨tze, um die Teilchenspuren, die
nicht von der interessanten Interaktion kommen, wieder aus der Kollektion aller rekonstru-
ierten Teilchenspuren zu entfernen. Diese Arbeit stellt einen neuen Ansatz vor, der basierend
auf mehr Informationen des Spurdetektors eine bessere Zuordnung erreicht. Dabei wurde
die Mo¨glichkeit implementiert, einer Teilchenspur mehrere Vertices zuzuordnen. Die Ana-
lysen konzentrieren sich auf Signalteilchenspuren, die der ha¨rtesten Kollision zugeordnet
wurden. Durch die verschiedenen Optionen des neuen Ansatzes kann deren Leistung op-
timiert werden. Dies fu¨hrt zu besseren Ergebnissen im Vergleich zu den beiden etablierten
Ansa¨tzen.
Die Auswirkungen auf die folgende Rekonstruktion von physikalischen Objekten wie zum
Beispiel der Kalibrierung der fehlenden transversalen Energie wird getestet. In anna¨hernd
allen Fa¨llen wird eine Verbesserung der physikalischen Ergebnisse mit dem vorgestellten
Ansatz beobachtet.
Des weiteren werden die Ergebnisse der Simulationen mit echten Daten des CMS-Experi-
ments verglichen. Bei den meisten Observablen zeigt sich eine gute U¨berstimmung. Ebenso
liefert auch hier der neue Ansatz eine signifikante Verbesserung bei der Kalibrierung der
fehlenden transversalen Energie. Insbesondere scheint der neue Ansatz in Szenarien mit
einer ho¨heren Anzahl von Proton-Proton-Interaktionen zu einer signifikante Verbesserung
hinsichtlich dieser Kalibrierung zu fu¨hren. Gleichwohl wird eine gute Zuordnung von Teil-
chenspuren zu Vertizes erschwert nach den zuku¨nftigen Verbesserungen des Beschleunigers.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The current knowledge of the nature of elementary particles and their interactions can be
described by a handful of principles constituting the Standard Model of Particle Physics
(SM). In it, the particles are grouped by their intrinsic angular momentum called spin. All
particles with half-integer spin values are named fermions and can be associated with matter
due to Fermi-Dirac statistics. These are then further categorized by their participation in the
strong force into quarks and leptons. Up to now, the quarks have not been seen bare but
in bounded color-neutral states like mesons (two quarks) or baryons (three quarks). All
particles with an integer spin value are named bosons. They can be either elementary or
composite particles like the mentioned Mesons. Elementary bosons are the propagators of
the strong force, the eight gluons, and those of the electro-weak force, namely γ, Z0 and
W±. Recently, a long searched boson has been detected, the Higgs boson [1]. The connected
Englert-Brout-Higgs field is believed to give mass to all elementary particles. An overview
of the particles is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1.: An overview of the elementary particles in the Standard Model. The
particles are categorized into Fermions and Bosons. For each particle the mass in
MeV (upper left corner), the electromagnetic charge in multiples of the positron
charge e (bottom left corner) and the spin (bottom right corner) is listed. The
fermions are classified into quarks and leptons. For the neutrinos the upper bounds
of the masses are given. The particles in dark colored boxes participate in the strong
force. All values are taken from [2].
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Describing only about 5 % of the actual composition of the universe [3], the Standard Model
still leaves some questions open. For instance, the actual number of lepton families, the
hierarchy problem and the grand unification of all forces. A theoretical expansion of the
Standard Model has been created to address the last two issues. In the scenario of a Super-
symmetric Standard Model (SUSY) every SM-Fermion would obtain a new supersymmetric
bosonic partner and vice versa. But, up to now no sign for this theory has been observed. A
review of the current state of this theory can be found in [2].
Nowadays, lots of different experiments try to test the predictions of the Standard Model as
well as of additional theories like SUSY at different frontiers. One of the largest experiments
is located at CERN close to Geneva in Switzerland. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is
currently the world’s most powerful accelerator. Together with the four main detectors it
started operation at the end of 2010 and is currently (2014) in a long shutdown phase. After
this shutdown the energy of the accelerated nuclei will be increased so that new physics
is in reach and the mentioned SUSY models can be investigated with more precision. One
advantage of accelerating hadrons is the relatively small energy loss because of synchrotron
radiation compared to electrons. On the other hand, one disadvantage is the huge amount
of soft interactions, which produce lots of background processes.
In Chapter 2 information about the properties of the LHC as well as of one of the main detec-
tors, the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS), are presented. The studies presented in this work
are based on the framework of this experiment. Hence, a brief description about the structure
of the detector and the event reconstruction is shown. Furthermore, some key facts about the
actual number of proton-proton interactions in one bunch crossing are given. The unavoid-
able background interactions and their influence on the reconstruction are connected with
this number.
In the main part of this work a new approach to reduce this influence is presented. The key
aspect of this approach is the individual association of tracks to the signal and background
interactions. In Chapter 3 the work flow of this association is described in detail. The out-
come of this sequence is a mapping between tracks and primary vertices.
In the following the performance of the signal and background identification of the new ap-
proach is compared to two established approaches. In Chapter 4 this is done in terms of the
track assignment based on several simulated data samples. In Chapter 5 the transfer from
tracks to all particles is explained. Moreover, a comparison of the time and memory con-
sumption of the different background subtraction techniques is given.
Based on the collection of signal particles, high-level objects like jets are created. In Chapter 6
the effects of the different approaches are discussed for several observables. In this part the
outcome of no background subtraction is also illustrated.
All studies presented up to this point are based on simulations. Hence, in Chapter 7, a
comparison is shown between actual data and simulation for some relevant observables like
the number of tracks that are considered as signal tracks. Additionally, the results of the
corrected missing transverse energy for the different background subtraction techniques is
investigated.
In Chapter 8 an outlook on the performance of background subtraction is drawn based on
simulations of the upcoming run conditions. One problem that needs to be faced in the future
is the high density of the primary vertices in the interaction region. Under these conditions
a good association of tracks to primary vertices is challenging.
3Natural Units In this thesis natural units are used when beneficial. These are commonly
used in high energy physics, equalizing h¯ = c = 1. This has as a consequence that energy,
momentum and masses have the same dimension. SI units are used only if explicitly denoted
(for instance, to keep clearness for distances).

Chapter 2
LHC and CMS
2.1. Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a particle collider located at CERN close to Geneva at
the French-Swiss border. It is a ring accelerator built on average 100 m underground with a
circumference of about 27 km. The tunnel in which the LHC is placed was already built for
the previous accelerator LEP, an electron-positron collider. A sketch of the LHC is shown in
Fig. 2.1. Furthermore, the SPS as one of the pre-accelerators can be seen. From this accelerator
the protons are injected into the LHC with an energy of 450 GeV. The design energy of
the LHC itself is 7 TeV per proton leading to center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV. During the
first runtime from 2010 until 2012, the LHC ran first with an energy of 3.5 TeV per beam,
which was increased to 4 TeV for the last year. Additionally, at the end of every year, the
LHC accelerates lead nuclei. Hence, also protons and lead nuclei or only lead nuclei can be
brought to collision.
To bend the accelerated hadrons around 1200 superconducting dipole magnets made of Nb-
Ti are used. The advanced technology of Rutherford cables ([4] and [5]) allows a magnetic
field above 8 T. This requires a cooling down to temperatures below 2 K using liquid helium.
To focus the particle bunches in one direction magnets of higher order, e.g. quadrupole
magnets, are used. The acceleration itself is done with superconducting cavities made of
copper with sputtered niobium. These are cooled down as well. In the center of all these
components the beam pipe is located. At each interaction point the diameter of this beam
pipe is reduced to about 6 cm. Around these interaction points the detectors are built. All
this and further information about the LHC can be found in [6].
Also shown in Fig. 2.1 are the four main experiments located around the ring. These are:
• ALICE: A Large Ion Collider Experiment, an experiment built to study the quark-
gluon-plasma, which is expected to be produced in lead-lead collisions. With this
the conditions shortly after the big bang are reproduced. More information about
the detector can be found in [8].
• ATLAS: A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS, which is one of the two multi purpose ex-
periments. The cylindrical detector with a length of 46 m and a diameter of 25 m
is the largest of the four LHC detectors. For more information see [9] and [10].
• CMS: Compact Muon Solenoid, which is the other multi purpose experiment.
Compared to the ATLAS detector it is smaller but has a much higher weight. It
will be described in more detail later.
• LHCb: Large Hadron Collider beauty, which specializes in the study of the bottom
(beauty) quark. For this, the innermost layer of the detector is very close to the
5
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Figure 2.1.: A sketch of the LHC and the four experiments as they are located at the
French-Swiss border taken from [7].
interaction region of the protons. Furthermore, the detector has an asymmetrical
design. More information can be found in [11].
2.1.1. Luminosity and Proton-Proton Interactions
One key parameter of the LHC is the delivered instantaneous luminosity L. It depends only
on machine parameters and can be described as follows
L = N
2
b nb frevγr
4pienβ
∗ F, (2.1)
where
• Nb is the number of particles per bunch, design value is 1.15× 1011
• nb is the number of bunches per beam, design value is 2808, during the first run
time half that value was achieved
• frev is the revolution frequency, that is in the order of 14 - 15 kHz
• γr is the relativistic gamma factor
• en is the normalized transverse beam emittance, design value is 3.75 µm rad, dur-
ing the first run time it was around 2.4 µm rad
• β∗ is the amplitude function around the collision point, it is in the order of 60 cm
• F is the geometric luminosity reduction factor arising from the crossing angle of
the two colliding proton bunches, design value is 0.836 at a crossing angle of
285 µrad.
Putting all these values together the design luminosity is around L = 1034 cm−2 s−1 for
proton-proton runs. This can be translated into 10 Hz/nb. As shown in Fig. 2.2, during
the first run period, an instantaneous luminosity greater than 7 Hz/nb was reached.
To get a more suitable parameter this instantaneous luminosity needs to be translated into
proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing. The total cross section for proton-proton in-
teractions is taken from Fig. 2.3. At a center-of-mass energy of 8 TeV it is assumed to be
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Figure 2.2.: The instantaneous luminosity as delivered to CMS by the LHC acceler-
ator during the proton-proton run period in 2012. Taken from [12]
44. Plots of cross sections and related quantities 11
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Figure 44.10: Total and elastic cross sections for pp and pp collisions as a function of laboratory beam momentum and total center-of-mass
energy. Corresponding computer-readable data files may be found at http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS group,
IHEP, Protvino, April 2012)
Figure 2.3.: The total and elastic cross section for proton-proton collisions as a func-
tion of the center-of-mass energy. Taken from reference [2].
approximately 90 mb. Together with the bunch spacing of 50 ns one finds for the number of
interactions nint per bunch crossing:
nint ≈ 7 Hz/nb · 90 mb · 50 ns
≈ 31.5.
Hence, the expected number of proton-proton interactions per bunch crossing during the
first run period of the LHC is expected to be in the rder of 30. In Fig 2.4 the cross sections
for several physics pr cesses is illustrated. As shown, the gap between the total cross section
and the cross section for the production of a b quark is about 3 orders of magnitude. Hence,
only about 1h of the proton-proton interactions is of physical interest. These interesting
interactions are named signal processes. Furthermore, the probability of two signal interac-
tions in one bunch crossing is very low. The additional 30 interactions per bunch crossing
are mostly of no interest and are often referred to as pileup.
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Figure 2.4.: The cross section specific physics processes as a function of the center-
of-mass energy
√
s. For
√
s < 4 TeV it is shown for proton-anti proton collisions
as produced at the Tevatron. For higher energies for proton-proton collision at the
LHC. The dotted lines represent the design center-of-mass energies at the Tevatron
(1.96 TeV) and the LHC (14 TeV). Taken from reference [13].
2.2. Compact Muon Solenoid Experiment
2.2.1. Coordinate System
At the CMS experiment the coordinate system is defined as follows. The point of origin
is right in the middle of the detector where the proton bunches are supposed to collide.
The x axis points towards the center of the LHC ring while the y axis is oriented vertically
upwards. Finally, the z axis is parallel to the beam axis going counterclockwise. Based on
this two angles are defined.
• φ is the azimuth angle. It is defined as the angle between the x axis and the pro-
jection of a vector on the x-y plane. An angle of φ = 0 describes the positive x
axis.
• θ is the polar angle. It is defined as the angle between the z axis and the vector. An
angle of θ = 0 describes the positive z axis. Usually the so-called pseudorapidity
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η is used instead of the angle θ. It is defined as
η = - ln
(
tan
θ
2
)
. (2.2)
The advantage of the pseudorapidity is the Lorentz invariance of differences in
η. Furthermore, for massless or ultra-relativistic particles η itself becomes Lorentz
invariant in good approximation.
2.2.2. CMS Detector
At interaction point five of the LHC the CMS detector is located. The cylindrically shaped de-
tector with a length of 29 m and a diameter of 15 m is placed in a cavern 100 m underground.
The total weight of the detector is around 14 000 t. An artistic sketch of the whole detector is
shown in Fig. 2.5. It is indicated that the detector can be divided into a barrel part consisting
of five rings and endcaps placed at both ends of the barrel. Additionally, the general instal-
lation of the sub-detectors is onion shaped. One section of the CMS detector with layers of
all sub-detectors is displayed in Fig. 2.6. The gap in the middle is filled by the solenoid mag-
net. Starting from the innermost point after the beam-pipe the sub-detectors are arranged in
the following way: Pixel and strip tracker, electromagnetic calorimeter, hadronic calorimeter,
magnet and muon chambers. These sub-detectors are working at different temperatures that
are reached by using liquid helium in cooling pipes. The whole detector is described in great
detail in [15].
2.2.2.1. Silicon Tracker
The innermost part of the CMS detector is the tracking system. It has a cylindrical shape
with a length of 5.8 m and a diameter of 2.5 m. Consequently, the acceptance of the tracker
reaches a pseudorapidity of 2.5. The modules of the tracker are made of silicon. On the one
hand, modules made of silicon can provide a very high granularity and a fast readout. This
is needed since at its design parameters the LHC will collide two proton bunches every 25 ns
with around 1000 created particles per event. Furthermore, silicon is expected to withstand
Figure 2.5.: An artistic sketch of the CMS detector. Taken from [14].
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Figure 2.6.: One section of the CMS detector with all layers of the sub-detectors
together with the beam pipe. The magnet is placed in the gap. Taken from [14].
conditions with such a high radiation for a relatively high lifetime. On the other hand, using
silicon modules leads to a high amount of readout electronics and cooling devices. This
increases the probability of photon conversions or nuclear interactions. Further information
about which sensor technology has been chosen can be found elsewhere [15]. In total, about
200 m2 of active silicon area is built into the CMS tracker making it the largest silicon tracker
ever built.
As demonstrated in the sketches shown in Fig. 2.7 the tracker can be further divided into a
pixel and a strip detector. A schematic cross section through the CMS tracker can be seen in
Fig. 2.8. There, the position of the pixel and strip tracker is illustrated, too.
Pixel Tracker To deliver a good reconstruction resolution of the track impact parameter
the cells of the pixel tracker need to have a very small size. In order to achieve this a size of
100 × 150 µm2 per pixel is chosen. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8 there are three barrel layers of
the pixel detector with a length of 53 cm at radii of 4.4, 7.3 and 10.2 cm. Furthermore, at the
end planes of these cylinders two pixel disks are located at z values of ±34.5 and ±46.5 cm.
In the barrel region the cells are aligned in the φ-z plane and in the disks in the x-y plane.
Figure 2.7.: A sketch of the whole CMS silicon tracker (left hand plot) and a zoom
to the pixel tracker and its enclosure only (right hand plot) as taken from [14].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic cross section through the CMS tracker. Each line represents a detector
module. Double lines indicate back-to-back modules which deliver stereo hits.
layers 5 and 6. It provides another 6 r-f measurements with single point resolution of 53µm and
35µm, respectively. The TOB extends in z between ±118cm. Beyond this z range the Tracker
EndCaps (TEC+ and TEC- where the sign indicates the location along the z axis) cover the region
124cm< |z|< 282cm and 22.5cm< |r|< 113.5cm. Each TEC is composed of 9 disks, carrying
up to 7 rings of silicon micro-strip detectors (320µm thick on the inner 4 rings, 500µm thick
on rings 5-7) with radial strips of 97µm to 184µm average pitch. Thus, they provide up to 9 f
measurements per trajectory.
In addition, the modules in the first two layers and rings, respectively, of TIB, TID, and
TOB as well as rings 1, 2, and 5 of the TECs carry a second micro-strip detector module which is
mounted back-to-back with a stereo angle of 100 mrad in order to provide a measurement of the
second co-ordinate (z in the barrel and r on the disks). The achieved single point resolution of this
measurement is 230µm and 530µm in TIB and TOB, respectively, and varies with pitch in TID
and TEC. This tracker layout ensures at least ⇡ 9 hits in the silicon strip tracker in the full range of
|h |< 2.4 with at least⇡ 4 of them being two-dimensional measurements (figure 3.2). The ultimate
acceptance of the tracker ends at |h |⇡ 2.5. The CMS silicon strip tracker has a total of 9.3 million
strips and 198 m2 of active silicon area.
Figure 3.3 shows the material budget of the CMS tracker in units of radiation length. It
increases from 0.4 X0 at h ⇡ 0 to about 1.8 X0 at |h |⇡ 1.4, beyond which it falls to about 1 X0 at
|h |⇡ 2.5.
3.1.3 Expected performance of the CMS tracker
For single muons of transverse momenta of 1, 10 and 100 GeV figure 3.4 shows the expected reso-
lution of transverse momentum, transverse impact parameter and longitudinal impact parameter, as
a function of pseudorapidity [17]. For high momentum tracks (100GeV) the transverse momentum
resolution is around 1 2% up to |h |⇡ 1.6, beyond which it degrades due to the reduced lever arm.
At a transverse momentum of 100GeV multiple scattering in the tracker material accounts for 20 to
– 30 –
Figure 2.8.: A schematic cross section of the CMS tracker including the pixel and
strip detector. Modules that are marked with double lines deliver stereo hits. Taken
from [15].
One more special feature of the placement of the pixel disk modules is that they are tilted by
20◦. The reason for this is the charge-sharing that is due to the bending of the particles in the
magnetic field. With this arrangement three hits per track are expected in the pixel volume
on average. In total, the pixel detector covers an area of about 1 m2 and has 66 million pixels
mounted on 1440 modules.
Strip Tracker As already shown in Fig. 2.8 the strip tracker consists of several parts.
In the central region two barrels, namely the tracker inner barrel (TIB) and the tracker outer
barrel (TOB), are placed. On the end planes the tracker inner disks (TID) and the tracker end-
caps (TEC) are installed. All these parts are equipped with several different silicon modules.
For the two barrels rectangular sensors are chosen while there are 11 different wedge-shaped
sensors for the TID and TEC. One further difference is the thickness. While close to the in-
teraction region at the TIB, the TID and on the four inner rings of the TEC thin sensors with
a thickness of 320 µm are used the other modules are 500 µm thick. These different thick-
nesses are chosen because of the particle flux and the resulting signal-to-noise ratio. Finally,
another important difference between the modules is the width. They can have either 512
or 768 strips with a pitch of 80−120 µm. In general, the farther the sensors are away from
the interaction region the thicker, the more strips and the larger strip pitch they have. Due
to the strip design the modules are able to measure the impact point of the track with a high
accuracy in one dimension only. To provide also two dimensional information about the
impact point at some places two modules are paired together with an angular difference of
100 mrad.
In the central region the TIB consists of four cylinders with a length of 140 cm placed at radii
of 255.0, 339.0, 418.5 and 498.0 mm. This tracker part is followed by the TOB that is the only
tracker sub-detector that is fully equipped with thick sensors. It consists of six cylindrical
layers with a length of 236 cm. The layers are placed at radii of 608, 692, 780, 868, 956 and
1080 mm. The modules are arranged in a way that the strips are parallel to the z direction.
Hence the φ position of the hit can be measured with highest accuracy. For both, TIB and
TOB, the two innermost layers are equipped with double-sided modules giving also infor-
mation about the z position of the hits.
Next to the TIB the TID is placed. It consists of three disks at z positions of ±80 to ±90 cm.
These disks are identical and assembled with three rings of modules spanning a radius from
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200 to 500 mm. Due to this orientation again the φ position of the hit has the highest accu-
racy. The two innermost rings of each wheel are equipped with double-sided modules. In
doing so, the radius of the position of the double-sided modules of TIB and TID are similar.
Additionally, the radius of the hit from the beam axis can be measured at the double-sided
modules. Lastly, the TEC consists of 9 endcaps at z positions from ±124 to ± 280 cm. They
cover a radius from 220 to 1135 mm. Depending on the z position the endcaps are equipped
with four to seven rings of modules. The double-sided modules are again placed in a way
that the distance to the beam axis is the same as for those in the TIB and TOB.
In total, 15 148 strip detector modules are installed leading to 24 244 channels from 9.3 million
strips. In Fig. 2.9 the material budget in terms of radiation length is shown for the whole
tracker and divided into the sub-detectors. As can be seen for the central region it is between
0.4 and 0.6 radiation lengths but for a pseudorapidity between 1 and 2 it rises up to 1.8. For
electrons the radiation length is the typical length in which a high energetic electron loses its
energy due to Bremsstrahlung down to 1/e. For photons it is defined as 7/9 of the mean free
path for pair production of a high energetic photon. The consequence is that about 75 % of
all high energetic photons convert within the tracker volume.
The resulting resolution of the position of a hit is on average between 10 and 50 µm [16].
2.2.2.2. Electromagnetic Calorimeter
To measure the electromagnetic energy, a hermetic and homogeneous calorimeter made of
more than 75 000 lead tungstate crystals is placed right behind the tracker. It is again cylindri-
cal with a length of about 630 cm and a diameter of 354 cm. The barrel part can be seen on the
left hand plot in Fig. 2.10 while a typical endcap of a calorimeter is shown in the right hand
plot of Fig. 2.12. The transition region from the barrel to the endcaps is at a pseudorapidity
of around 1.5. The individual crystals are arranged in a way that all face the interaction point
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Figure 3.3: Material budget in units of radiation length as a function of pseudorapidity h for the
different sub-detectors (left panel) and broken down into the functional contributions (right panel).
30% of the transverse momentum resolution while at lower momentum it is dominated by multiple
scattering. The transverse impact parameter resolution reaches 10µm for high pT tracks, domi-
nated by the resolution of the first pixel hit, while at lower momentum it is degraded by multiple
scattering (similarly for the longitudinal impact parameter). Figure 3.5 shows the expected track
reconstruction efficiency of the CMS tracker for single muons and pions as a function of pseudo-
rapidity. For muons, the efficiency is about 99% over most of the acceptance. For |h |⇡ 0 the effi-
ciency decreases slightly due to gaps between the ladders of the pixel detector at z⇡ 0. At high h
the efficiency drop is mainly due to the reduced coverage by the pixel forward disks. For pions and
hadrons in general the efficiency is lower because of interactions with the material in the tracker.
– 31 –
Figure 2.9.: The stacked material budget of the CMS tracker in multiples of the
radiation length as a function of the pseudorapidity. It is further br ken down to
the sub-detectors. Taken from [15].
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Figure 2.10.: A sketch showing the barrel of the CMS electromagnetic calorimeter
(left hand pot) and one slice of the modules (right hand side). Taken from [14].
as shown in the right hand plot of Fig. 2.10. Lead tungstate is chosen because of its high den-
sity (8.28 g/cm3), short radiation length in the order of 0.89 cm and its small Molie`re radius
of 2.2 cm. The Molie`re radius is a characteristic constant of a material. A cylinder with this
radius contains on average 90 % of the energy deposition of a electromagnetic shower. The
crystals have the shape of a truncated pyramid with a cross section of 22 × 22 mm2 at the
inner and 26 × 26 mm2 at the rear surface. The length of one crystals is 23 cm corresponding
to 25.8 radiation lengths.
2.2.2.3. Hadronic Calorimeter
The hadronic calorimeter is the last sub-detector that is placed inside of the magnet for the
most parts. It is not only important for the measurement of hadronic jets but contributes also
to the calculation of the missing energy. The general structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. There
are four parts of the hadronic calorimeter.
The two sub-detectors inside the magnets, the hadron barrel (HB) and hadron endcaps (HE),
are sampling calorimeters. This is because of the fixed amount of volume between the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter and the magnet. Furthermore, the magnetic field produced by the
solenoid restricts the material the hadronic calorimeter can be build from. A further require-
ment on the modules is a fast read out. Therefore, brass is chosen as the absorber material
and plastic scintillator read out by hybrid photodiodes as the active medium. The barrel
covers a radius region from 1.77 to 2.95 m up to a pseudorapidity of |η| ≤ 1.3. The endcaps
enlarge the pseudorapidity range to |η| ≤ 3. While for the HB the granularity is always
∆η × ∆φ = 0.087× 0.087 in the HE the granularity changes to ∆η × ∆φ ≈ 0.17× 0.17 for
|η| ≥ 1.6. These towers consists of 16 layers of scintillators and absorber starting and ending
with a scintillator. A sketch of the HB and HE can be seen in Fig. 2.12. In total the thickness
of the inner calorimeters in terms of interaction length is about five for η = 0 increasing to
about ten for |η| ≈ 3.
Hence, in the central region the HB does not provide enough stopping power for high en-
ergetic jets. Therefore, behind the magnet the hadronic calorimeter is extended with a tail
catcher named hadron outer (HO). Except for the innermost ring (|z| ≤ 1.343 m) it consist of
one (two for the central region) layer(s) of plastic scintillator read out by hybrid photodiodes
during the first run period. The granularity is the same as for the HB. The space available
between the magnet and the first layer of the muon chamber is in the order of 4 cm that leads
to about 1 cm for the detector layer. Unfortunately, this detector has not been used in the
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Figure 5.1: Longitudinal view of the CMS detector showing the locations of the hadron barrel
(HB), endcap (HE), outer (HO) and forward (HF) calorimeters.
Table 5.1: Physical properties of the HB brass absorber, known as C26000/cartridge brass.
chemical composition 70% Cu, 30% Zn
density 8.53 g/cm3
radiation length 1.49 cm
interaction length 16.42 cm
(Dh ,Df) = (0.087,0.087). The wedges are themselves bolted together, in such a fashion as to
minimize the crack between the wedges to less than 2 mm.
The absorber (table 5.2) consists of a 40-mm-thick front steel plate, followed by eight 50.5-
mm-thick brass plates, six 56.5-mm-thick brass plates, and a 75-mm-thick steel back plate. The
total absorber thickness at 90  is 5.82 interaction lengths (lI). The HB effective thickness increases
with polar angle (q ) as 1/sinq , resulting in 10.6 lI at |h | = 1.3. The electromagnetic crystal
calorimeter [69] in front of HB adds about 1.1 lI of material.
Scintillator
The active medium uses the well known tile and wavelength shifting fibre concept to bring out the
light. The CMS hadron calorimeter consists of about 70 000 tiles. In order to limit the number of
individual elements to be handled, the tiles of a given f layer are grouped into a single mechanical
scintillator tray unit. Figure 5.5 shows a typical tray. The tray geometry has allowed for construc-
tion and testing of the scintillators remote from the experimental installation area. Furthermore,
– 123 –
Figure 2.11.: The cross section of one quarter of the CMS hadronic calorimeter
showing the hadron barrel (HB), the hadron endcaps (HE), the hadron outer (HO)
and the hadron forward (HF) detector. Dashed lines symbolize fixed values of the
pseudorapidity. Taken from [15].
Figure 2.12.: A sketch of the hadronic sample calorimeter of the CMS detector (left
hand plot) and one of a typical endcap of the electromagnetic of hadronic calorime-
ter (right hand plot). Taken from [14].
event reconstruction. The fourth part of the hadronic calorimeter is the hadron forward (HF)
detector. It is the detector component covering the highest η range up to 5. It is a Cherenkov
detector made of quartz fibers. These fibers are built from a 600 µm thick fused-silica core
that is surrounded by a 30 µm thick polymer hard-cladding. For protection a 170 µm thick
acrylate buffer is mounted. The HF itself is a cylinder with a radius of 130 cm at a distance
of 11.2 m from the interaction point. The fibers are running parallel to the beam axis. The
information of this detector is also used to calculate the luminosity.
2.2.2.4. Superconducting Magnet
In Fig. 2.13 a sketch of the superconducting magnet is shown. It has a length of 12.5 m and
a diameter of 6 m. It is designed to reach an uniform axial 4 T field on the inside with an
inductance of 14.2 H and a stored energy of 2.6 GJ. Together with its weight of 220 tonnes it
reaches the best energy to mass ratio of all magnets used in particle physics. On the outside
the field it returned through a yoke. This yoke alone has a weight of 10 000 t. The magnet
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Figure 2.13.: A sketch showing the solenoid magnet of the CMS detector and the
beam pipe with a human for size comparison. Taken from [14].
itself if made of Nb-Ti running at a Temperature of 4.6 K.
2.2.2.5. Muon Chambers
The outermost sub-detectors are the muon chambers. As is already implied by the second
letter of the abbreviation of the name of CMS detecting muons is one of the key purposes.
In total an active area of about 25 000 m2 is used in the muon chambers. There are three
different types of detectors used that can be seen in Fig. 2.14. In the barrel region up to a
pseudorapidity of |η| ≤ 1.2 drift tubes (DT) are used. In 250 drift chambers about 172 000
sensitive wires are plugged. These wires have a length of 2.4 m measuring the hit position
in the r-φ plane. The DT are 2.1 cm thick and use a gas mixture of 85 % Ar and 15 % CO2.
Their main purpose is the tracking of the muons but they are also used for triggering. In the
forward region cathode strip chambers (CSC) are used. These are multi-wire proportional
chambers with six anode wire planes interleaved among seven cathode panels. The size of
such a CSC can be up to 3.4 × 1.5 m2. Furthermore, resistive plate chambers (RPC) are used.
These are gaseous parallel-plate detectors. Their biggest advantage is the very good time
resolution that enables a good identification of the bunch crossing. In the barrel region six
layers of these RPC’s are embedded in the yoke of magnet. During the first run period of the
LHC three RPC layers are installed in the endcap region covering up to |η| = 1.6.
2.2.3. Event Reconstruction
2.2.3.1. Trigger
At its design luminosity the LHC collides proton bunches at a frequency of 40 MHz. During
the first run period it has been at 20 MHz. Considering now the millions of channels that
are read out during the reconstruction of one event one can appreciate that it is impossible
to reconstruct every event. Therefore, a drastic event reduction is needed. This tasks is
performed by a two stage trigger. While the first so-called Level-1 (L1) trigger takes only
the information from the calorimeters and the muon chambers into account, the following
high-level trigger (HLT) does also a rough reconstruction of the whole event using the whole
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Figure 2.14.: A sketch of the muon chambers of the CMS detector. In the barrel
region the drift tubes (DT) together with the resistive plate chambers (RPC) are
placed between the different layers of the yoke of the magnet. In the endcap region
perpendicular to the beam pipe the cathode strip chambers (CSC) and again RPC’s
are mounted. Taken from [14].
detector. The L1 trigger runs online and its design aim is to reduce the incoming 20 MHz
to an outgoing rate of 30 − 100 kHz. The data rate after the L1 trigger is in the order of
100 GByte/s. The HLT is then run offline. More dedicated information about the two levels
of the trigger and the following data acquisition can be found in [15] and [17].
2.2.3.2. Particle and Vertex Reconstruction
The key towards a complete and accurate reconstruction of the whole event at the CMS
experiment is the particle-flow algorithm. In it, all stable particles are reconstructed and iden-
tified using a thorough combination of the information from all sub-detectors. The list of
particles created is then used to build up jets and calculate the missing transverse energy. A
very detailed description of the algorithm can be found in [18]. This thesis will only focus
on some aspects that are very important for the following work that are the reconstruction of
tracks from charged particles in the tracker and the reconstruction of primary and secondary
vertices.
Iterative Tracking At CMS the reconstruction of tracks from charged particles happens
in several iterations. Starting with those tracks that are easiest to reconstruct for the following
iterations all used hits are removed from the initial hit collection. In this process, during the
first iterations the seeds for the tracks are taken from those parts of the tracker that deliver a
good accuracy like the pixel detector or the stereo modules of the strip tracker. In doing so,
the combinatorical complexity is reduced allowing to reconstruct more difficult tracks in the
following iterations. In each iteration three steps are executed. First, a collection of possible
seeds is created. Depending on the iteration only some of the parts of the tracker are used.
Based on these seeds a Kalman Filter [19] is run building a trajectory of the possible track.
Along this trajectory it is looked for more fitting hits. Finally, based on all these hits the track
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is fitted using again the Kalman filter and smoother. More information about the seeding and
fitting of the tracks can be found in [16]. Having executed this reconstruction tracks with a
transverse momentum down to 0.1 GeV can be reconstructed based on at least 5 hits. During
the reconstruction electrons need special treatment since they undergo Bremsstrahlung and
lose a large amount of their energy. This loss is non-Gaussian. Since the Kalman filter is
optimal only when all variables have Gaussian uncertainties it does not work very well for
electrons. In order to account for this two methods are developed using the information
from the ECal as additional seeds (look at [20] and [21] for more information). To include
the non-Gaussian uncertainty the Kalman filter is modified to the Gaussian Sum Filter (GSF)
as is described in [22]. Having executed the tracking a total efficiency above 90 % can be
reached at a misidentification rate in the order of 10 %.
One important outcome of the track reconstruction is the resolution of the vertex of the track,
especially the resolution of the z position. As will be explained later the region where the
tracks come from is much larger along the z axis than in the other two dimensions. Hence, a
good precision of the z position of the track’s origin is necessary. The resolution is estimated
based on simulated events and is calculated as follows. For every reconstructed track the
best matching simulated track is taken. This best match is found by comparing the number
of shared hits. A minimum number of shared hits is needed. From both tracks the z value
of the position of closest approach to the interaction region is taken. The distance between
these two values is then stored in a histogram. After this is done for all analyzed tracks a
Gaussian is fitted to this histogram. Finally, to obtain the resolution of the z position of the
tracks vertex the standard deviation of this Gaussian is divided by
√
2. As shown in Fig. 2.15
the averaged resolution of the z position of the reconstructed track lies between 30 µm and
can go up to some millimeter for high |η| and low pT.
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Figure 2.15.: The distribution of the track resolution of the transverse impact pa-
rameter dz as a function of the transverse momenta for different bins of pseudora-
pidity. The tracks are divided into three regions of pseudorapidity, the barrel region
[0., 0.9], the transition region (0.9, 1.4] and the endcap region (1.4, 2.5].
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Primary Vertex Reconstruction Another important collection are the reconstructed pri-
mary vertices. These are produced by clustering a subset of the reconstructed tracks into sets
of tracks that are coming from nearly the same position. These tracks have to fulfill certain
quality selections and have its origin close to the interaction region. The most important
feature for the work presented here is the so-called track weight. This weight is calculated
after the fit is finished and stands for the compatibility between the track and the fitted ver-
tex. It is greater than zero for those tracks only that are used during the fit of the respective
vertex. The closer the value gets to one the more compatible the track is with the vertex. As
said above only a subset of the reconstructed tracks is used for the production of the pri-
mary vertices. Figure 2.16 illustrates that about 60% of all reconstructed tracks have a track
weight at any vertex. More information about the technique of the vertex fit can be found
elsewhere [16].
As shown in Section 2.1.1 in one bunch crossing on average 30 proton-proton interactions are
expected if the LHC runs at its maximum in the first run period. The space in that all these
collisions happen is the so-called beam spot. The shape of the beam spot can be described
as a cylinder lying centrally along the z axis. This cylinder has a diameter of about 120 µm
and a total length of about 30 cm. Therefore, the biggest separation of the primary vertices
is expected to be along the z axis compared to the other axes. The probability for a collision
to be at a certain position z is shown in Fig. 2.17. The shape of the probability can be well-
described by a Gaussian with a width of about 5 cm.
The mean separation of the primary vertices in one bunch crossing is therefore strongly de-
pendent on the number of collisions. For the data in Fig. 2.18, the mean separation is shown
as a function of the number of reconstructed vertices of the bunch crossing. The separation
is defined as the distance of one primary vertex to the next one. For bunch crossings with
more than 30 reconstructed vertices the mean separation becomes less than 5 mm. The same
holds for an instantaneous luminosity of greater than 6 Hz/nb. A more detailed look of the
primary vertex separation can be found in Fig. 2.19. As it can be seen the separation of the
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Figure 2.17.: The distribution for the reconstructed primary vertices along the z axis
for the last run period in 2012 (integral normalized to unity).
primary vertices can go down below 1 mm in the central region.
To estimate the resolution of the primary vertex reconstruction the ”split method” is applied
on data from one run at the end of the first run period in 2012. A more detailed description
of this method can be found in reference [16]. First, all tracks from a certain vertex are split
equally into two different sets. In this process, one tries to ensure that both track sets have, on
average, the same kinematic properties. Based on these two sets two new vertices are fitted
independently using the adaptive vertex fitter [16]. The distance of the position of these two
vertices is then stored. After applying this procedure to all primary vertices a Gaussian is
fitted to the distribution of that distance. To obtain the resolution of the primary vertices
the standard deviation of the Gaussian is divided by
√
2. In Fig. 2.20 the primary vertex
resolution in z is shown. The resolution depends strongly on the number of tracks that are
used to fit the primary vertex. The typical range of this resolution lies between 200 µm for
about 10 tracks and around 40 µm for more than 60 tracks.
Thus, the complete picture of the distribution of the primary vertices is that the typical sepa-
ration lies in the millimeter region while the resolution is 2 orders of magnitude smaller. On
the other hand the resolution of the track reconstruction lies somewhere in between.
Having fitted all primary vertices, the p2T of all tracks that are used to fit a particular vertex is
summed up. To select the physically most interesting interactions the vertex with the highest
p2T sum is typically chosen. In order to account for misreconstructed track momenta the un-
certainty in the transverse momentum is first subtracted from the pT and only if the reduced
pT is still greater than zero it is squared and added to the sum. Figure 2.21 shows the prob-
ability that the chosen primary vertex is the closest reconstructed vertex to the simulated
signal interaction. For events with more than 40 underlying pileup events the efficiency can
drop below 90 %.
Secondary Vertex Reconstruction One more ingredient to the presented work are the
reconstructed secondary vertices. Important to this work are namely the photon conversions,
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Figure 2.18.: The distribution of the mean separation of the primary vertices vs. the
number of reconstructed vertices (left hand side) and vs. the instantaneous lumi-
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Figure 2.19.: The distribution of the averaged separation of the signal vertex vs. the
number of reconstructed vertices and the z position (left hand side) and the number
of signal vertices vs. the z position and separation for events with 20 underlying
pileup events for one run of the last run period in 2012.
the V0 decays standing for K0S and Λ, secondary vertices coming from nuclear interactions
and another producer tuned to the fit of vertices coming from the decay of a B hadron.
A detailed description of the reconstruction of photon conversions can be found in [23]
or [24]. The basic principle is to find pairs of oppositely charged particles that have ver-
tices close to each other and tracks that are parallel at that point. Additionally, the invariant
mass of the pair has to be close to zero. Based on these two tracks a vertex is fitted.
The reconstruction of V0 decays is similar. It is described in [25]. It aims at finding sec-
ondary vertices as for example coming from K0S → pi+pi− and Λ → ppi−. Thus, it requires
the presence of two oppositely charged particles having their vertices at a similar position.
Furthermore, the invariant mass of the pair has to be within a certain window around the
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Figure 2.20.: The distribution of the resolution in z of the primary vertices vs. the
number of tracks that are used to fit the primary vertex for one run of the last run
period in 2012.
nominal K0S (Λ) mass.
The reconstruction of nuclear interactions is described in [26]. It is a much more general
approach trying to link all pairs of tracks whose distance at the closest approach is small
enough. Based on these pairs several secondary vertices are fitted. If the invariant mass of
the pair matches to a photon or a V0 the secondary vertex is removed from the list.
The last producer of secondary vertices, namely the inclusive vertex finder, is established to
reconstruct the vertex of decays of B hadrons that mostly comes along with jets. A descrip-
tion can be found in [27].
2.2.4. Reconstructed Proton-Proton Interactions
The distribution of the number of reconstructed proton-proton interactions per bunch cross-
ing is shown in Fig. 2.22. As illustrated, at CMS the mean of the number of proton-proton
interactions for this run period was 21. Such a period covers all proton fills (run) of the
LHC that are done with the same properties. That means on average about 20 soft inter-
actions happen in an event with one hard interaction. The tail reaches up to 40 additional
interactions. Comparing this to the expected number of 30 as calculated in Section 2.1.1 a
good agreement can be seen. The observed value is of course lower since the accelerator
did not always run on its maximum. As explained earlier, the additional interactions are not
of phyical interest. In contrast, they can have a severe influence on the performance of the
reconstruction of the hard collisions (so-called signal process).
To illustrate the influence pileup can have, Fig. 2.23 is shown. Both pictures display the
occupancy of the CMS tracker for a simulated tt event with 20 additional pileup events.
The difference is that on the left hand picture only the tracks coming from the signal vertex
are shown while on the picture on the right hand side all tracks are displayed. Here, only
tracks from charged particles are shown since neutral particles do not leave hits in the tracker
material. It is imaginable that these additional tracks affect the reconstruction of objects like
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jets or the missing transverse energy of the signal process.
2.2.4.1. Current Pileup Subtraction Techniques
First, it should be mentioned that the association of tracks to primary vertices can only be
done for charged particles that leave hits in the tracker. For neutral particles it is more or
less impossible to obtain a sufficient resolution on the momentum due to the much poorer
spacial resolution of the calorimeter. In order to subtract tracks coming from pileup vertices,
two different approaches are developed. Both techniques take advantage of the track weight
that is stored in each vertex as explained in Section 2.2.3.2. Possible problems or sources of
errors are that both techniques only divide the reconstructed vertices into one signal vertex
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Figure 2.23.: Both pictures show the occupancy of the CMS tracker in a tt event. On
the left hand side without pileup and on the right hand side with 20 underlying
pileup interactions. Here, all tracks are shown that leave at least three hits in the
tracker material, have a pT greater than 1 GeV and a pseudorapidity of |η| ≤ 2.4.
and one group containing all pileup vertices. For the latter ones no individual association
is done. Therefore, both approaches strongly rely on the correct identification of the signal
vertex that is explained above. Additionally, the clustering of the tracks to vertices can be
faulty.
Another analogy is that both approaches are executed after the so-called particle-flow iden-
tification is applied. This makes it possible that only for charged hadrons the check for the
track weight is done. Only if they have a track weight at one of the pileup vertices they get
subtracted. The difference between these two approaches manifests itself in the treatment of
the charged hadrons that do not have a track weight at any primary vertex.
• Jet/MET approach: In this approach, all charged hadrons that have no track
weight at any primary vertex are treated as coming from the signal one. In do-
ing so, the vertex with the highest pT2-sum is overvalued because about 40% of
all reconstructed charged hadrons are treated as signal always.
• Muon/Egamma approach: In this approach, charged hadrons that have no track
weight at any primary vertex are assigned to the closest vertex in z. This approach
takes advantage of the fact that the largest separation of the primary vertices is
along the z axis.
All other particles are treated as signal, first. In following filters for muons and electrons
a criterion is applied to the distance of the track to the signal vertex. In doing so, pileup
subtraction is executed for charged hadrons, muons and electrons. Hence, the new approach
will be compared to the outcome of these associations and filters.
2.2.4.2. Basic Ideas for a New Approach
In order to reach a better performance in assigning tracks to primary vertices, a more indi-
vidual search for the best matching vertex needs to be performed. As mentioned above no
association to a particular pileup vertex takes place until now. Hence, afterwards it is impos-
sible to obtain the tracks coming from one specific pileup vertex. To provide the possibility
to obtain the track assigned to any primary vertex an Association Map is created. In this map
for any primary vertex it is possible to get a set of tracks together with a number indicat-
ing the quality of this association. In an additional step, it is possible to obtain only those
tracks assigned to the signal vertex. Thus, tracks considered as coming from pileup vertices
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are subtracted from the initial track collection. The goal for this new approach is to reach a
negligible dependency on the number of pileup interactions. Achieving this would allow to
maintain the same performance of the reconstruction even for future analyses.
Chapter 3
Association Map
The first part of the pileup track identification is the creation of an association map. In such
a map each key element is associated to a list of value elements. Additionally, a quality
measure can be stored for every association. For the purpose discussed here, there are two
possibilities to design such an association map. It is either possible to assign a set of tracks
to one primary vertex or to assign a set of primary vertices to one track. Depending on the
researcher’s needs both kind of associations have advantages. For example, in case only
tracks considered to originate from the signal vertex are needed, tracks should be assigned
to primary vertices. On the other hand, if two particles are present and their compatibility to
a given primary vertex needs to be checked, primary vertices should be assigned to tracks.
It is also possible to create both maps at the same time.
In order to reach a good performance of the association, also for tracks that are not used
for the creation of the primary vertices, the technique of the Muon/Egamma approach (see
Section 2.2.4.1) is taken as guidance. In this process, it is tried to take advantage of the good
resolution of the track reconstruction during all steps of the search for the best association.
On top of it, more advanced objects like secondary vertices are taken into account.
Furthermore, it is possible to associate one track to more than one vertex. This increases the
signal track efficiency, while decreasing the purity of the association.
3.1. Input Parameters
To create the association map a few input collections are mandatory while several others are
supplementary. Required are, of course, a track collection and a set of primary vertices. Fur-
thermore, one needs to define which direction of association should be performed.
It is possible to enable the association of tracks coming from secondary vertices, as described
in Section 3.2.3. For this, input collections for photon conversions, nuclear interactions, de-
cays of neutral particles and vertices produced by the inclusive vertex finder [27] need to be
set.
Additionally, there is an option which kind of association should be carried out in the last
step. Tracks that are not matched neither to primary nor to secondary vertices can be as-
signed always to the first vertex, or to the closest vertex in all three dimensions or in z direc-
tion only. Furthermore, a weight can be set that manipulates the search for the closest vertex
(see Section 3.2.4).
To allow for more than one associated vertex per track the corresponding input parameter
can be changed.
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3.2. Work Flow
For each individual track from the given collection, the work flow of finding the best match-
ing primary vertex can be divided into three steps. A sketch illustrating this is presented
in Fig. 3.1. Step 1 is taking advantage of the track weight stored for each vertex (see Sec-
tion 2.2.3.2), as it is commonly done in pileup subtraction techniques (see Section 2.2.4.1). If
a track weight is stored at any primary vertex for the track the process is stopped and the
association is put into the association map. Step 2 uses secondary vertices. If a track matches
to a secondary vertex, it is attempted to find the best primary vertex using the position of
the secondary vertex and the estimated momentum of the incoming particle. This particle
is expected to be generated at a primary vertex and interact at the secondary vertex. Only
if no association could be created yet, step 3 is executed. It is a search for the vertex closest
to the particular track and always giving a result. In the description of this last step a small
manipulation of the real distance from the primary vertex to the track is introduced. This
modification takes into account the number of tracks that are used to fit the primary vertex.
It is also applied at step 2 when the closest primary vertex to an estimated incoming particle
of a secondary vertex needs to be found. More details about these three steps are given in
the following sections.
As soon as an association is found it is stored in the map together with a quality measure.
This quality is defined based on the estimated purity, depending on the distance between
track and associated vertex, and the iteration at which it is created. In Fig. 3.2, the fraction
of tracks that are associated at a particular step is shown. As illustrated, up to 60 % of all
tracks are used for the primary vertex fit while less than 5 % of the tracks can be matched to
a secondary vertex.
In case more than one association should be created the work flow is executed normally dur-
ing the iteration 1. At any following iteration only step 3 is applied. The primary vertex fit is
implemented in such way that one track cannot be matched to more than one primary vertex,
during step 1. In step 2, one track can only be matched to a primary and a secondary vertex
if it belongs to the incoming particle of the secondary vertex. If this happens the association
using the secondary vertex will be based on this incoming track, as explained later. Hence,
step 2 in iteration 2 always leads to the same result as step 1 of iteration 1 or step 3 of iteration
2. Because of this and the fact that step 3 is the fastest step to execute, from iteration 2 on,
all associations will only be created using step 3. For each iteration, matched vertices from
previous iterations are removed from the vertex collection in order not to create the same as-
sociation multiple times. As a consequence, for events with less reconstructed vertices than
requested associations the number of created associations is lowered.
The configuration presented here is set up based on a simulated data sample, which needs
to be a standard sample widely used in CMS. Therefore, a data sample containing Z0 decays
into two muons is chosen. Furthermore, at least one jet from the initial state is simulated.
Step 1!
track weight for the track 
found at any primary vertex?
Step 2!
can the track be matched 
to any secondary vertex?
Step 3!
associate the track to the 
closest primary vertex
track!
collection
vertex!
collection
✔
✗ ✗
✔
define quality put track, vertex and quality into the map
Figure 3.1.: The general work flow of the association map. The input collections are
shown in ellipses, the different steps in rectangles.
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Using this sample most main objects for physics analyses are covered. The simulated center-
of-mass energy is 8 TeV and the number of underlying pileup interactions is adopted to real
data using a Poissonian distribution with a mean of nearly 20. Consequently, in total about
430 tracks per event including about 50 tracks from the signal vertex are simulated. Addi-
tionally, to simulate the impact of so-called out-of-time pileup also the three previous as well
as the five following bunch crossings are simulated with a bunch spacing of 50 ns.
3.2.1. Step 1: Track Weight
During step 1 it is checked if at any primary vertex a track weight is stored for the given
track. As it is shown in Fig. 3.2, about 60 % of the tracks have a track weight at any vertex.
The distribution of this track weight can be seen on the left hand side in Fig. 3.3. A huge
amount of the track weights are close to 1, which means that those tracks have a large impact
on the vertex fit.
One question that comes to mind is now, if the quality of the created association depends on
the track weight. For that, the plots in the middle and on the right hand side of Fig. 3.3 show
the efficiency and the purity, respectively, as a function of the track weight. The efficiency is
defined as the fraction of those simulated and reconstructed signal tracks that are correctly
assigned to the signal vertex
ε =
simulated as signal track and reconstructed and assigned to signal vertex
simulated as signal track and reconstructed
, (3.1)
while the purity is defined as the fraction of those reconstructed tracks that are considered
as coming from the signal vertex and can also be matched to a simulated signal track
p =
reco. track assigned to the signal vertex and matched to a sim. signal track
reco. track assigned to the signal vertex
. (3.2)
While the efficiency accounts only for association issues the purity also accounts for recon-
structed tracks that have not been simulated so-called ”fake tracks”. The reason for this is
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Figure 3.3.: The normalized distributions of the track weight for signal and pileup
vertices and the efficiency and purity as a function of the track weight. In all plots,
only those tracks are taken into account that contributed to the fit of the primary
vertex. Hence, a track weight of 0 is not possible. In the efficiency plot the uncer-
tainties are too small to be seen.
that the quality assignment presented in Section 3.2.5 will be based on this purity, and thus
it needs to be based on all reconstructed tracks and not only on those that can be matched to
a simulated one as simulation is not available in data.
As will be shown, the values for both, purity and efficiency, are better than the performance
reached by the following steps (see Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4). Moreover, an efficiency of one
is reached for all ranges of the track weight. This shows that if a simulated signal track is re-
constructed and has a track weight greater than 0 at any primary vertex, this primary vertex
is always the first one in the vertex list (see Section 2.2.3.2). Therefore, no cut on the track
weight is applied. In other words, as soon as the stored track weight is greater than 0 the
track is assigned to the particular vertex and put into the association map.
3.2.2. Finding the Closest Vertex
In the two following steps the most probable primary vertex has to be found for a given
track. This is done by looking for the closest vertex to that track. There are two different
ways. The first one is to look for the closest vertex in all three dimensions. The second way
is to look in z direction only because of the largest separation of the primary vertices along
this axis (see Sec. 2.2.3.2).
To look for the closest vertex in all three dimensions a trajectory needs to be build. It de-
scribes the tracks curvature in the interaction region. Then, for every primary vertex the
minimum distance to this trajectory is calculated. To look for the closest vertex in z, no tra-
jectory needs to be build since the position of closest approach (p.o.c.a.) to the interaction
point is already saved in the default data format. To obtain the closest primary vertex the
distance between the z position of the tracks p.o.c.a. and the primary vertex is taken.
In both approaches this real distance gets modified in a way that takes the number of tracks
used to fit the vertex into account. Assume a track that is reconstructed as passing in the
middle of two primary vertices. Vertex 1 is fitted based on 100 tracks, while vertex 2 is based
on 5 tracks only. In this case it is more likely that the track originates also from vertex 1. In
order to take situations like this into account the following modification is introduced:
dm = dr −w · ntracks
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with dm as the modified distance, dr as the measured distance, w as the weight and ntracks as
the number of tracks used to fit the vertex. The weight is varied between 0 and 0.1 to find
the value leading to the best combination of efficiency and purity. A weight of 0 implies no
modification. Furthermore, it is studied whether the actual number of tracks should be used
or its square root:
dm = dr −w · √ntracks.
The comparisons of the quality measures obtained by using these weights are shown in
Fig. 3.4 for distances in all three dimensions and in Fig. 3.5 for distances along the z axis
only, respectively. They are shown as a function of the distance dxy in the x-y plane from
the beam axis to the position of closest approach of the track. This parameter is chosen be-
cause it is expected that both, efficiency and purity, depend strongly on it and therefore the
differences among the various techniques should be most significant.
While there are some combinations that lead to significantly worse results for either the effi-
ciency or the purity, most settings lead to very similar results. Based on the combination of a
good efficiency and purity, the following combinations are chosen:
3D : d3Dm = d
3D
r − 0.0001 · ntracks (3.3)
z : dzm = d
z
r − 0.01 ·
√
ntracks (3.4)
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Figure 3.4.: A comparison of the efficiencies (left hand plots), purities (middle plots)
and the products of both (right hand plots) for the search for the closest vertex in
all three dimensions using different modification weights. The weight is applied on
the actual number of tracks (top row) and on the square root of it (bottom row).
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Figure 3.5.: A comparison of the efficiencies (left hand plots), purities (middle plots)
and the products of both (right hand plots) for the search for the closest vertex along
the z axis only using different modification weights. The weight is applied on the
actual number of tracks (top row) and on the square root of it (bottom row).
3.2.3. Step 2: Secondary Vertices
If for the given track no track weight is stored at any primary vertex, it is checked if the track
matches to a secondary vertex. There are several possible collections of secondary vertices
that can be used. In Fig. 3.6 the number of tracks that can be matched to a secondary vertex
per event is shown. The peak at around 1 cm is mainly due to K0S decays. For larger distances
the dimension of the beam pipe and the first layer of the pixel tracker come into play. At
these positions interactions with the detector material like photon conversions take place. At
very small distances secondary vertices like they are produced by B-hadron decays are the
main source. Overall, about 28 tracks per event can be matched to a secondary vertex. This
number can be further divided into seven tracks per event matching to photon conversions,
13 to K0S decays, three toΛ decays, three to nuclear interactions and two to secondary vertices
reconstructed by the inclusive vertex finder. The individual distributions will be shown in
the particular sections.
The general work flow of the association is always the same. If the track matches to a certain
secondary vertex the position of that vertex is taken. Furthermore, the momentum of the
incoming particle is estimated. With these two values the most probable primary vertex is
located. There are two possible ways, again, searching in z only or in all three dimensions.
The details are given in the next sections.
Moreover, for every collection of secondary vertices it is examined if a preselection on the
secondary vertex would improve the performance of the association in terms of efficiency or
purity.
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Figure 3.6.: The number of tracks per event that can be matched to a secondary
vertex as a function of the distance in the x-y plane between the beam axis and
the point of closest approach of the track. It is shown for all possible input collec-
tions as well as for the sum, with ”Photon” for photon conversions, ”Kaon” and
”Lambda” for neutral particle decays, ”Nucl.” for nuclear interactions and ”Incl.”
for secondary vertices reconstructed by the inclusive vertex finder.
3.2.3.1. Photon Conversions
If a collection of photon conversions is given as input, it is tested if the certain track matches
to any conversion. There is already a suitable member function existing in the tools for
conversions. For a given conversion and track it returns a boolean indicating the compat-
ibility. More information about the reconstruction of photon conversions can be found in
references [23], [24] or [28].
For every conversion it is checked whether the given track is used to create the particular
conversion. If so, based on the results of Section 3.2.2 the best way to associate the parti-
cles coming from a conversion is looked for. To that end, the efficiency and purity of four
different search options are compared:
1. looking for the closest vertex to the given reconstructed track in all three dimensions
(”Secondary 3D”),
2. looking for the closest vertex to the given reconstructed track along the z axis only
(”Secondary z”),
3. looking for the closest vertex to the estimated primary particle in all three dimensions
(”Primary 3D”),
4. looking for the closest vertex to the estimated primary particle along the z axis only
(”Primary z”).
For the last two options, the position of the conversion and the estimated momentum are
needed. Both values are refitted using the pair of tracks that is identified as coming from the
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Figure 3.7.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) for the track association matched to photon conversions.
The distance to the beam axis in the x-y plane is shown on the x axis.
conversion. With this position and momentum a track is created that describes the trajectory
of a neutral particle. The closest primary vertex to this trajectory is chosen to be that vertex
to which the initial track is assigned to. The consequence of this technique is that both tracks
matching to one conversion are assigned to the same primary vertex.
The results are shown in Fig. 3.7. Taking the closest primary vertex to the estimated photon in
all three dimensions (labeled ”Primary 3D” in the plots) leads to the best results in efficiency.
Therefore, this option is used for photon conversions.
Next, the impact of the quality of the reconstructed conversion on the performance of the
association is investigated. In order to do this, a collection of photon conversions fulfilling
a ”high Purity” selection is created. The difference of these conversions (filtered) to all con-
versions (unfiltered) is presented in terms of efficiency and purity in Fig. 3.8. The mentioned
rho is the distance of the position of the photon conversion to the beam axis in the x-y plane.
To obtain the efficiency and purity, the seeds of a reconstructed conversion are matched to
simulated conversions. As expected, the average difference in efficiency is in the order of
10 % while the purity changes only minimally, except for one bin.
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Figure 3.8.: The efficiencies (left hand plot) and purities (middle plot) of the recon-
structed photon conversions as a function of simulated or reconstructed distance
to the beam axis. On the right hand plot the number of matched tracks per event
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stands for high purity conversions.
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Figure 3.9.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the association using photon conversions as a function
of distance to the beam axis. Filtered stands for high purity conversions.
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Figure 3.10.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the association using the information of photon conver-
sions and step 3 (final) as a function of the number of missed inner hits.
The impact on the performance of the association is shown in Fig. 3.9. For this study, all
tracks that are matched to a conversion from the unfiltered collection but not matched to a
filtered conversion are associated to a primary vertex using step 3 (see Section 3.2.4). Com-
paring the results of the efficiency and purity it is found that the results of the unfiltered
collection are better. While the efficiency is better, the purity shows only a small improve-
ment.
Finally, it is checked if the association created using the reconstructed conversion is always
better than the possible association created at step 3 (see Section 3.2.4). It is plausible that
tracks that have no missed hit at the beginning are more likely to be a primary track. A
missed hit is when a charged particle should have deposited energy at a certain position in a
detector module but no hit is detected in a region around the estimated position. For tracks
with no missed hit the association at step 3 (labeled as ”Final”) should be better. The com-
parison can be found in Fig. 3.10. Taking the information from the reconstructed secondary
vertex into account leads to a better performance compared to step 3. Therefore, no filter on
the number of missed hits is set.
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3.2.3.2. Neutral Particle Decays
To take tracks originating from decays of neutral particles into account, it is possible to as-
sign a collection of K0S or Λ as input. By definition of the reconstruction all neutral particle
decays always have two outgoing, oppositely charged particles. More information about the
reconstruction of neutral particle decays can be found in reference [25].
To check if a reconstructed track matches to such a decay a loop is carried out over all neutral
decays from the given collections. The daughters of a particular decay can be accessed and
compared to the respective reconstructed track. Based on the summed momentum of the
two daughters and the position of the decay the trajectory of the incoming neutral particle
can be reconstructed.
With this trajectory the most likely primary vertex can be found. The efficiency and purity
of four different search options similar to Section 3.2.3.1 are compared: to look for the clos-
est vertex in all three dimensions and in z direction only for the estimated primary particle
and for the reconstructed secondary particle, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 3.11
for K0Ss and Λs. Again, especially for the efficiency, using the closest primary vertex to the
estimated neutral particle in all three dimensions (labeled ”Primary 3D” in the plots) leads
to the best results. Therefore, this option is also used for neutral particle decays.
Again, it is checked if a filter needs to be set on the quality of the reconstructed decays. Here,
based on the the selection criteria described in [25], the following selection criteria can be
motivated for the reconstructed decays of K0S (Λ):
• the normalized χ2 of the fitted decay vertex should be smaller than 7,
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Figure 3.11.: The efficiencies (left hand plots), purities (middle plots) and the prod-
uct of both (right hand plots) for the track association matched to K0S (top row) and
Λ (bottom row) decays. The distance to the beam axis is shown on the x axis.
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• the invariant mass of the combined momentum of the daughters should be 9 MeV
(4 MeV) around the nominal K0S (Λ) mass,
• the significance of the distance of the position of the beam axis to the decay posi-
tion should be greater than 25 (K0S) or 27 (Λ),
To estimate the impact of this filter on the performance of the neutral particle decay recon-
struction the efficiency and purity are calculated. For all simulated K0Ss and Λs it is checked
if they decay into two particles whose tracks can be reconstructed. This means that these par-
ticles give rise to at least three hits in the tracker and have a transverse momentum greater
than 1 GeV. Decays fulfilling these conditions are matched to reconstructed neutral particle
decays if they are within a range of 5 standard deviations of the reconstruction uncertainty.
The results can be seen in Fig. 3.12.
The impact on the performance of the association is shown in Fig. 3.13. For this study, all
tracks that are matched to a neutral particle decay from the unfiltered collection and not
matched to a filtered decay, are associated to a primary vertex using step 3 (see Section 3.2.4).
Comparing the results of the efficiency and purity it is identified that the results of the unfil-
tered collection of neutral particle decays are better.
Finally, the association using decays of neutral particles is checked if there is an improvement
using step 3 instead. Figure 3.14 shows that over the whole range of number of missed hits,
the association using the information of the neutral particle decays leads to better results.
Therefore, no filter on the number of missed inner hits is used.
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Figure 3.12.: The efficiencies (left hand plots) and purities (middle plots) for the
reconstructed K0S (top row) and Λ (bottom row) decays as a function of distance to
the beam axis. On the right hand plots the number of matched tracks per event is
shown.
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Figure 3.13.: The efficiencies (left hand plots), purities (middle plots) and the prod-
uct of both (right hand plots) of the association using K0S (top row) and Λ (bottom
row) decays as a function of distance to the beam axis.
3.2.3.3. Nuclear Interactions
Another possible collection of secondary vertices are the nuclear interactions. More informa-
tion about the reconstruction of nuclear interactions can be found in reference [28].
To test if a track originates from such an interaction the track weight can be used because
these secondary vertices are fitted in an analogous manner to primary vertices. The search
for the most likely primary vertex for matching tracks is different from the previous sec-
ondary vertex collections. It is possible that the incoming particle of the nuclear interaction
is charged. Hence, the corresponding track could be reconstructed, too. Therefore, it is first
checked if the incoming track is reconstructed. In this case, it is examined if this incoming
track has a track weight greater than 0 at one of the primary vertices. If not, the closest pri-
mary vertex to the incoming track is used. If the incoming track is not reconstructed, the
position of the nuclear interaction as well as the fitted momentum is used to build a trajec-
tory of a neutral particle. With this trajectory, the closest primary vertex is found. Hence, to
find the best way to identify the closest vertex, four different kinds are compared:
1. using the technique described above looking for the closest vertex in all three dimen-
sions to the estimated or reconstructed incoming track (”Primary 3D”),
2. using the technique described above looking for the closest vertex along the z axis only
to the estimated or reconstructed incoming track (”Primary z”),
3. always using the closest vertex in all three dimensions to the given reconstructed track
(”Secondary 3D”),
4. always using the closest vertex along the z axis only to the given reconstructed track
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Figure 3.14.: The efficiencies (left hand plots), purities (middle plots) and the prod-
uct of both (right hand plots) of the association using the secondary information of
K0S (top row) and Λ (bottom row) decays and step 3 as a function of the number of
missed inner hits.
(”Secondary z”).
The results are shown in Fig. 3.15. Taking the closest primary vertex to the estimated incom-
ing particle in all three dimensions leads to the best combination of purity and efficiency.
Therefore, this option is also used for nuclear interactions. From the difference between op-
tion 1 (”Primary 3D”) and 2 (”Primary z”) it is deduced that only few incoming tracks of
nuclear interaction are used for the fit of the primary vertices. Otherwise, the two distribu-
tions would agree better. Furthermore, option 1 seems to associate the track to the first vertex
in many cases leading to a high efficiency but a poor purity.
The next test is to determine whether or not a filter should be set on the quality of the nuclear
interactions. For that, some basic selection criteria are applied:
• the normalized χ2 of the fitted decay vertex should be smaller than 2,
• the number of outgoing tracks that are used to fit the interaction vertex should be
greater than 2,
• the distance from the beam axis to the interaction position should be greater than
3 cm (behind the beam pipe).
To estimate the impact of this filter on the performance of the nuclear interaction reconstruc-
tion the efficiency and purity are calculated. All simulated secondary vertices are checked to
see if at least two outgoing particles can be reconstructed. To allow for reconstruction, tracks
have to produce at least three hits in the tracker and have a transverse momentum greater
than 1 GeV. In the following step, if a reconstructed nuclear interaction lies within a range
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Figure 3.15.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the track association matched to nuclear interactions.
The distance to the beam axis is shown on the x axis.
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Figure 3.16.: The efficiencies (left hand plot) and purities (middle plot) of the recon-
structed nuclear interactions as a function of distance to the beam axis. On the right
hand plot the number of matched tracks per event is shown.
of 5 standard deviations of the reconstruction uncertainty to a simulated one, the two are
matched. The results can be seen in Fig. 3.16. Because of the rather loose selection criteria for
simulated nuclear interactions the efficiency is very low.
The impact on the performance of the association is shown in Fig. 3.17. For this study,
all tracks that are matched to a nuclear interaction from the unfiltered collection, but not
matched to a filtered nuclear interaction, are associated to a primary vertex using step 3
(see Section 3.2.4). Comparing the results of the efficiency and purity one can see that the
performance using the unfiltered collection of nuclear interactions is better.
Finally, it is demonstrated that the association using the information of the reconstructed
nuclear interactions is performing better than using step 3. This comparison can be seen in
Fig. 3.18. As illustrated, using the nuclear interactions leads to better results over the whole
range of number of missed inner hits.
3.2.3.4. Inclusive Vertex Finder
A last possible input collection for secondary vertices is a collection of so-called inclusive
vertices. The main purpose of this collection is to reconstruct vertices of jets as they are created
in B-hadron decays. As a consequence, most of these secondary vertices are located inside
the beam pipe, which differs from all other secondary vertices. More information about these
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Figure 3.17.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the association using nuclear interactions as a function
of distance to the beam axis.
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Figure 3.18.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the prod-
uct of both (right hand plot) of the association using the secondary information of
nuclear interactions and step 3 as a function of the number of missed inner hits.
secondary vertices can be found in reference [27].
To check whether a track originates from such an inclusive vertex, it is possible to ask for a
track weight stored in the secondary vertex. Firstly, the best way to look for the most suitable
primary vertex needs to be found for tracks that are matched to inclusive vertices. With the
information from the inclusive vertex, a trajectory of the estimated incoming particle can
be created. Using this trajectory, it is possible to look for the closest primary vertex in all
three dimensions or only in z direction. Moreover, it is tested if an association using only the
trajectory of the particular secondary particle leads to better results. Efficiency and purity of
this comparison are shown in Fig. 3.19. It is shown that using the estimated primary particle
and looking for the closest vertex in all three dimensions leads to the best results. The shown
performances are relatively high compared to the other association abased on secondary
vertices. The main reason for this is the rather short distance between the position of the
secondary vertex and the beam axis as shown in the right hand plot of Fig. 3.20. Hence, the
trajectory needs to be extrapolated over a short distance only.
Next, it is tested if a filter on the inclusive vertices could lead to better results. The applied
selection criteria are similar to those for the nuclear interactions:
• a normalized χ2 smaller than 2,
• the number of tracks that are used to fit the inclusive vertex should be greater than
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Figure 3.19.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) for the track association matched to inclusive vertices. The
distance to the beam axis is shown on the x axis.
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Figure 3.20.: The efficiencies (left hand plot) and purities (middle plot) for the re-
constructed inclusive vertices as a function of distance to the beam axis. On the
right hand plot the number of matched tracks per event is shown.
2,
• the significance of the distance of the beam axis to the position of the inclusive
vertex should be greater than 10.
In Fig. 3.20 the impact of these selection criteria on the inclusive vertices is shown. For these
calculations, all simulated secondary vertices are taken into account that have at least two
outgoing tracks that can be reconstructed similar to the conditions for the nuclear interac-
tions. A simulated secondary vertex is considered to be reconstructed if a reconstructed
vertex is found within a range of 5 standard deviations.
The impact on the association of tracks that are matched to an inclusive vertex can be seen in
Fig. 3.21. Again, tracks that are matched to an inclusive vertex that does not pass the filter are
associated using step 3 (see Section 3.2.4). Neither in efficiency nor in purity large differences
are visible. Considering the product of both the performance of the unfiltered collection is
slightly better. Therefore, in the following no filter is applied.
Finally, the efficiency and purity of the association using the information of the secondary
vertex is compared with step 3 as a function of the number of missed inner hits. It can be
seen from Fig. 3.22 that the association with the information of the inclusive vertices (labeled
”Secondary”) leads mostly to better results.
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Figure 3.21.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the association using inclusive vertices as a function of
distance to the beam axis.
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Figure 3.22.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) between the association using the secondary information
of inclusive vertices and step 3 as a function of the number of missed inner hits.
3.2.4. Step 3: Final Association
This step is executed if the track could not be associated to any primary vertex using track
weights (step 1) or secondary vertex information (step 2). As can be seen in Fig. 3.2 about
40 % to 50 % of all tracks are associated in this step. There are three different possibilities for
step 3 for the association of the track.
The first one is to always assign the track to the first vertex of the vertex collection. The defi-
nition of the gradation of the vertices can be found in Section 2.2.3.2. The consequence of this
option is that about 40 % of all tracks will be associated to the first primary vertex. This leads
to a very low purity. Here, one needs to remember that after each iteration the associated
vertex is removed from the vertex collection. Hence, if this method is chosen in iteration 2
the track will be associated to the second vertex from the collection.
The second and third option to find the most likely primary vertex in step 3 have already
been introduced in Section 3.2.2. The search for the closest vertex can be done in all three
dimensions or in z direction only, both with their particular modification as given in Equa-
tions 3.3 and 3.4.
As shown in Fig. 3.23, when comparing these three options of step 3 in terms of purity and
efficiency it is clearly visible that assigning the track always to the first vertex leads to the
highest efficiency but also to the worst purity, which is expected. Furthermore, there is only
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Figure 3.23.: The efficiencies (left hand plot), purities (middle plot) and the product
of both (right hand plot) of the three options for step 3. In all three plots the dis-
tribution of using all three dimension (labeled ”3D”) is hidden under using the z
direction only (labeled ”z”).
a small difference between the two other different search options. This is because of the fact
that along the z axis the primary vertex show the largest separation. Hence, the distance from
the track to the primary vertex along this axis differs only slightly from the total distance in
all three dimensions. Associating the track to the closest vertex along the z axis is chosen
as the default option while for the others the corresponding input parameter needs to be
changed. Higher preference is put on the purity since the efficiency can be improved by
additional iterations and associations, respectively.
3.2.5. Defining the Quality of the Association
As noted earlier, an integer value is stored additionally for each created association. This
value is designed to provide information about the quality of the association in terms of the
cumulative purity. This represents the purity based on all association that have a distance
between track and associated vertex smaller than a given value. For example, the highest
quality stands for a cumulative purity greater than 90 %. The cumulative purity is chosen
because in following analyses associations are selected that have a minimum quality of a
certain value. In this way, the resulting collection should have the corresponding purity.
Furthermore, the classification into these quality categories is also based on the step (1, 2 or
3) and the iteration during which the association is created. In Table 3.1 an overview is given
about all quality classes that can be reached. In the following sections more information
about the classification will be given.
3.2.5.1. Iteration 1
During iteration 1 the track can be associated during one of the three presented steps. As-
sociations created in this iteration can obtain a quality between 6 (very high purity) and 3.
Smaller qualities are reserved for possible additional iterations. In Fig. 3.24, the cumulative
purity is shown as a function of the three-dimensional distance between the track and the
associated vertex. Five different distributions need to be examined. The particular cut values
for the categorization can be found in Table 3.2.
As an example the categorization is demonstrated for the association using the track weight.
As can be seen, for a distance smaller than 0.004 cm the purity is above 90 %. Hence, these
associations (accounting for about 28 % created during step 1) obtain a quality of 6. All other
associations created at this step obtain a quality of 5 since the purity stays above 70 %.
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Table 3.1.: List of the association qualities and how they can be reached. The quoted
cumulative purities are calculated based on the associations from the corresponding
iteration.
Quality Criteria
Iteration Cumulative Purity
6 1 ≥ 90 %
5 1 ≥ 70 %
4 1 ≥ 50 %
3 1 < 50 %
2 2 ≥ 30 %
1 2 < 30 %
0 ≥ 3
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Figure 3.24.: The cumulative (left hand plot) and individual (right hand plot) purity
of the five different types of associations at iteration 1 as as function of the distance
between track and associated vertex.
The next step is the association based on the information of the secondary vertices. Here, it
can be seen that for a distance smaller than 8.0 cm the purity is above 70 % (corresponding
to about 30 % of all associations created during step 2), which leads to a quality of 5. Above
8 cm, the purity is between 50 % and 70 % for all distances. For these associations the quality
is set to 4.
The other three purity distributions stand for the three different types of step 3. The cut value
of 40 cm for step 3 using the closest vertex in three dimension and only along the z axis is
considered as a rough estimate.
3.2.5.2. Iteration 2
During this iteration the association can only be created in step 3, as explained in Section 3.2.
Only the qualities 2 and 1 are possible. The classification of the association created in iteration
2 also depends on the step at which the track is association in iteration 1 and the distance of
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Table 3.2.: The cut values in cm for the distance between track and associated pri-
mary vertex for the different steps in iteration 1 to define the quality of the associa-
tion. Each quality represents a certain purity range.
Quality q 6 5 4 3
cumulative purity > 90 % > 70 % > 50 % < 50 %
Step 1 ≤ 0.004 > 0.004
Step 2 ≤ 8. > 8.
Step 3
1st ≤ 0.03 ≤ 0.2 > 0.2
3D ≤ 0.03 ≤ 40. > 40.
z ≤ 0.03 ≤ 40. > 40.
this first association. The idea behind this is that for small distances of the first association
it is likely that the track could also come from another primary vertex if this distance is also
very small. To account for those tracks that have a very small distance in iteration 1 and
a rather small distance in iteration 2 a higher quality for the second association is given.
The cut value on the distance of the first association is set to that value as soon as the bin-
by-bin purity shown in the right hand plot of Fig. 3.24 reaches a plateau. Only the purity
distribution of step 1 does not seem to flatten. Here, the value where the purity sinks below
50 % is chosen. The cut values can be found in Table 3.3.
Next, the three different options have to be analyzed separately.
Table 3.3.: The cut values in cm for the distance between track and associated pri-
mary vertex for the different steps in iteration 1. Tracks with association 1 with a
smaller distance are categorized in the next iteration into quality class 1, all others
in class 2. An exception are tracks that are associated using secondary vertices in
iteration 1. These tracks are always categorized into two quality classes depending
on the distances of association 1 and 2.
cut value / cm
Step 1 ≤ 0.5
Step 2 ≤ 2.
Step 3
1st ≤ 0.3
3D ≤ 0.1
z ≤ 0.1
First, associating the track to always the first vertex of the vertex list. As can be seen on
the left hand plot in Fig. 3.25 if the track is associated in step 1 of iteration 1 a cut value of
0.05 cm can be motivated to achieve a purity greater than 30 %. Hence, these associations
obtain a quality of 2. All associations with greater values obtain a quality of 1. If the track
is associated in step 2 of iteration 1, the cut value is 0.2 cm for tracks with a distance to
the associated vertex in the iteration 1 smaller than 2 cm and 0.7 cm for tracks with a distance
greater than 2 cm. All associations from iteration 2 with a distance smaller than the particular
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Figure 3.25.: The cumulative purities for associating the track always to the first
vertex (left hand plot), looking for the closest in 3D (middle plot) and in z only (right
hand plot) of the iteration 2 as a function of the distance of the second association.
Here, the first association has a rather small distance (see Table 3.3). On the left hand
plot no distribution for step 3 is shown since the track has already been associated
to the first vertex in iteration 1.
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Figure 3.26.: The cumulative purities for always associating the track to the first
vertex (left hand plot), looking for the closest in 3D (middle plot) and in z only
(right hand plot) of the iteration 2 as a function of the distance of the second associ-
ation. Here, the first association has a rather larger distance (see Table 3.3). On the
left hand plot no distribution for step 3 is shown since the track has already been
associated to the first vertex in iteration 1.
cut values obtain a quality of 2, all others a quality of 1. The purity of iteration 2 for tracks
that are associated in step 3 of iteration 1 is not measurable. This is expected since the track
has been associated to reconstructed first vertex in iteration 1 and the identification of the
correct first vertex is rather high (compare Fig. 2.21). In this case, no cut value is set and all
associations obtain a quality of 1.
The cut values for the other two techniques are the same. If the track is associated at step 1 of
iteration 1 the cut value is set to 0.05 cm for iteration 2. If the track is associated at iteration
1 in step 2 the cut value is set to 0.3 cm and 1.0 cm, respectively. If the track is associated in
step 3 at iteration 1 the cut value for the iteration 2 is set to 0.04 cm.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.26 the cumulative purity of the second associations for tracks that
have a rather large distance at the first associations drops soon below 30 % except for tracks
that are associated in iteration 1 using secondary vertices. Here, the purity stays above 30 %,
for a given range. All cut values are summarized in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4.: The cut values in cm for the distance between track and associated pri-
mary vertex for the different steps in iteration 2 to define the quality of the associ-
ation. This quality represents a cumulative purity of smaller or greater than 30 %.
The given number for the step represents the step at which the association is created
in iteration 1. This categorization is only applied on tracks whose first association
fulfill the criteria given in Table 3.3. Exceptions are tracks that are associated in step
2 of iteration 1. For those, the cut values given in brackets are used.
Quality q 2 1
cumulative purity ≥ 30 % < 30 %
Always first vertex
Step 1 ≤ 0.05 > 0.05
Step 2 ≤ 0.2 (≤ 0.7) > 0.2 (> 0.7)
Step 3
Closest 3D
Step 1 ≤ 0.05 > 0.05
Step 2 ≤ 0.3 (≤ 1.) > 0.3 (> 1.)
Step 3 ≤ 0.04 > 0.04
Closest in z
Step 1 ≤ 0.05 > 0.05
Step 2 ≤ 0.3 (≤ 1.) > 0.3 (> 1.)
Step 3 ≤ 0.04 > 0.04
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Figure 3.27.: The cumulative purities of iteration 3 as a function of the distance of
the third association. Here, the association of the first association has a rather small
distance. Shown are only the search for the closest vertex in three dimension (left
hand plot) and only along the z axis (right hand plot).
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3.2.5.3. Iteration 3 and Following
It can be seen in Fig. 3.27 that the purity is already very low for iteration 3. Therefore, all
associations created at the third or following iterations obtain a quality of 0.
In Fig. 3.28 the distribution of the quality classes is shown. Associating the track to the
closest vertex in all three dimensions and only along the z axis lead to indistinguishable
results. As can be seen for iteration 1, most of the associations obtain a quality of 5 (around
60 %). Furthermore, only if the track is always associated to the first vertex a quality of three
can be obtained in a notable fraction. In iteration 2 about 5 % and 1 % of the associations get
a quality of two, respectively.
3.3. Output
The created output are two maps, each containing different directions of the association.
Both, a map containing a list of vertices, each with a list of assigned tracks and their quality,
is created as well as the other way around. The first map contains a sorted list of vertices. For
this, the technique described in Section 2.2.3.2 is applied again, but for all tracks associated to
the particular vertex and not only based on the tracks that are used to fit the vertex. Hence,
a different order of the primary vertices is possible but the effect of this only small.
In Fig. 3.29 a sketch of the two possible output maps for a very simple case is shown. Just for
illustration, imagine an event with only three reconstructed tracks and two primary vertices.
After one association track one and three are associated to the first primary vertex while track
two is associated to the second primary vertex. After a possible second iteration for track one
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Figure 3.28.: The distribution of the quality classes. The integral is scaled such that
the content of the qualities from 3 to 6 sum up to unity. Due to the fact that not
always two or more primary vertices are reconstructed the integral of quality 1 and
2 as well as of quality 0 do not sum up to 1. Because of the similar results for
looking for the closest vertex along the z axis only or in all three dimensions the
two distributions overlay in this plot.
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Figure 3.29.: A sketch of the two possible output maps. On the left hand side tracks
are associated to vertices, on the right hand side vertices to tracks. Solid arrows
represent the first association, dashed arrows a possible second association. Con-
nected to each arrow is a association quality by which the number of the iteration
and the purity can be identified.
and three also the second primary vertex is associated and for track two also the first primary
vertex. Connected with each association is a quality representing the number of the iteration
at which the association is made as well as the estimated purity of this association. On the
left hand side if Fig. 3.29 it is shown for tracks being associated to vertices, on the right hand
side it is the other way around.
Chapter 4
Performance of the Track Association
In this section the performance of the track assignment in terms of efficiencies and purities is
studied. This is addressing two different points. First, how well does the approach preserve
tracks that are coming from the signal interaction? Second, how well does it subtract tracks
that are coming from pileup interactions?
The different qualities of the association map presented in Section 3.2.5 are compared to
each other. Also, a comparison to the results from the current pileup subtraction techniques
explained in Section 2.2.4.1 is discussed.
4.1. Filter on Reconstructed Vertices
Before the work flow of the track association is executed a selection is applied on the recon-
structed primary vertices. This filter is comprised of the following criteria:
• |zvertex| ≤ 24 cm,
• |ρvertex| ≤ 2 cm,
• χ2 of the vertex fit needs to be greater than 0,
• the number of degrees of freedom of the vertex must be greater than 4,
• the number of tracks used for the fit should be greater than 0.
Since the number of degrees of freedom is connected to the number of tracks some of these
cuts are redundant. The main point of these rather soft cuts is to reject those vertices that the
fit failed to reconstruct properly or that are far away from the nominal interaction region.
4.2. Filter on Simulated and Reconstructed Tracks
For the following studies, the tracks that are analyzed need to be defined. Two filters are set,
one on the reconstructed and one on the simulated tracks, respectively.
The criteria a reconstructed track needs to fulfill are shown in Table 4.1. The cuts are mainly
very soft to analyze most of the reconstructed tracks. For the distribution as a function of the
minimum transverse momentum the minimum pT is modified to 0.1 GeV.
Next, a filter on the simulated track collection is applied. The individual selection criteria
can be found in Table 4.2. Again, for plots as a function of the transverse momentum the
cut value is lowered to a minimum pT of 0.1 GeV. The transverse impact parameter is the
minimum distance of the track to the beam axis in the x-y plane while the longitudinal is the
minimum distance of the track to the nominal point of source in the center of the detector.
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Table 4.1.: The different parameters of the reconstructed tracks and the applied
filters. The χ2 is a result of the fit of the track. The transverse impact parameter
is the minimum distance of the track to the beam axis in the x-y plane while the
longitudinal one is the minimum distance of the track to the position of the nominal
interaction region in z direction. Both values are chosen in a way that the whole
tracker volume is covered. The interaction region itself is calculated based on all
collected events during a period of 23 seconds. The explanation for the given track
qualities can be found in reference [16].
Parameter Value
pT ≥ 1.0 GeV
|η| ≤ 2.4
number of hits ≥ 3
χ2 ≤ 10 000
transverse impact parameter ≤ 120 cm
longitudinal impact parameter ≤ 280 cm
quality high purity, tight or loose
Both values are chosen in a way that the whole tracker volume is covered.
Table 4.2.: The different parameters of a simulated track and the applied filters. All
charged particles that leave at least three hits in the tracker are selected.
Parameter Value
pT ≥ 1.0 GeV
|η| ≤ 2.4
number of hits ≥ 3
transverse impact parameter ≤ 120 cm
longitudinal impact parameter ≤ 280 cm
charged particles only True
stable particles only False
4.3. Comparison of the Different Qualities
The results presented in this section are based on the same data sample used for the studies
in Chapter 3, containing simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays and at least one additional jet from
the initial state. The center-of-mass energy is 8 TeV and 20 underlying pileup interactions are
simulated on average as well as out-of-time pileup.
As explained in Section 3.2.4 there are three different kinds of maps, depending on the chosen
variant for step 3 while step 1 and 2 are always the same. All three different options of the
step 3 are analyzed in the following.
4.3.1. Signal Efficiency and Purity
Signal efficiency and purity have already been defined in Section 3.2.1. While the efficiency
as defined in Eq. (3.1) is kept, the purity as in Eq. (3.2) is slightly modified to account only
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Figure 4.1.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different qual-
ities for associating the track always to the first vertex in step 3. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
for association tasks:
p =
reco. track assigned to the signal vertex and matched to a sim. signal track
reco. track assigned to the signal vertex and matched to any sim. track
. (4.1)
With this, the performance of the different pileup subtraction techniques concerning how
well they preserve simulated signal tracks in the subtraction is evaluated. The efficiency is
based on simulated tracks and represents the fraction of how many simulated signal tracks
that are reconstructed are correctly associated to the signal vertex. The purity on the other
hand is based on reconstructed tracks and represents the fraction of reconstructed tracks
that are also simulated as signal and additionally correctly treated as coming from the signal
vertex. For both fractions a value of 100 % is the goal and means a perfect pileup subtraction.
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Figure 4.2.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different qual-
ities for associating the track to the closest vertex in three dimensions in step 3.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
First, the results are shown for cases where the track is always associated to the first vertex
of the vertex collection in step 3. The distributions of the efficiencies and purities and the
product of both can be found in Fig. 4.1. In Section 3.2.5 the quality of the association has
been defined based on the purity. The reason why the purities shown here are better than
the values of the categorization is due to the small modification of the purity itself and also
due to the filter applied to the tracks. Especially the cut on the transverse momentum has a
large impact on the purity.
In general it can be said that for high transverse momenta (pT & 10 GeV) the association
works very well for all qualities. The greatest loss of efficiency and purity is found in the
low momentum region. In Table 4.3 the resulting averaged values are shown for all quali-
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ties. Quality 6, which can only be reached from the association based on the track weight,
has an averaged purity of around 93 % but an efficiency of only about 20 %. This efficiency is
constant with respect to the number of pileup interactions and increases with the transverse
momentum. The former is very important to allow for same physics results at higher lumi-
nosities. Comparing the barrel with the endcap region a better efficiency by around 10 % in
the central region is evident. This difference is larger at quality 5 and smaller at all other
qualities. The dip in the central region of quality 6 is in agreement with the dip seen in Fig-
ure 3.2. Tracks with a pseudorapidity around 0 are not as frequently used for the primary
vertex fit as tracks with a higher η. For high momenta an efficiency of about 90 % can be
reached.
For quality 5 the efficiency reaches almost 100 % for transverse momenta greater than 20 GeV.
Also the averaged efficiency increases to about 80 % while the purity decreases only slightly
below 90 %. For quality 4 experiences barely change. Quality 3, which is the lowest quality
of iteration 1, leads to an averaged purity of 44 % and an efficiency of 95 %. In this quality
step the purity decreases dramatically. This is due to the fact that all tracks that could not
be matched to a primary or a secondary vertex are always associated to the first vertex. For
the first time, a dependence on the number of pileup interactions is visible. This dependence
is even greater for associations with quality 1, which are all associations after iteration 2.
Here, the efficiency is 100 %, which basically means that the simulated signal vertex is recon-
structed as the first or the second vertex. On the other hand the purity of this quality class is
very poor (18 %). Iteration 3 does not change anything.
Figure 4.2 shows the results for associating the track to the closest vertex in three dimensions
in step 3. The resulting averaged values are shown in Table 4.3 for all qualities. The results
for qualities six and five have already been discussed. No great improvement or degradation
on quality four is observed. For both, purity and efficiency, the averaged values differ from
quality 5 in the range of 3− 5 %. The difference to quality 3 is even smaller. This is due to the
fact that only a small amount of associations obtain this quality if the track is associated to
the closest vertex in all three dimensions during step 3. After a possible second association of
each track the efficiency reaches almost 90 % while the purity stays comparably high at 68 %.
The intermediate quality class 2 leads to a worse efficiency (87 %) but the purity remains
in the order of 85 %. Associating the track to a third vertex then increases the efficiency to
about 91 % while the purity drops to about 56 %. Comparing these results to the performance
of associating the track always to the first vertex it can be said that the purity is higher for
tracks with a low transverse momentum (pT . 10 GeV) and for events with a high number
of pileup interactions (npu & 30).
Finally, the results are shown for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during
step 3. The distributions of the efficiencies and purities can be found in Fig. 4.3. In Table 4.3
the averaged values are shown for all qualities. The resulting efficiencies and purities for
this option do not differ much from associating the track to the closest vertex in all three
dimension during step 3. Therefore, the discussion given earlier is also valid here.
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Figure 4.3.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different qual-
ities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only in step 3. The distribu-
tions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Table 4.3.: The resulting values in % of efficiency, purity and the product of both
for preserving signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks for the different quality
classes of the association map. All values are averaged over the whole parameter
range. Since the technique in step 3 of the association map does not affect quality 6
and 5, only from quality 4 onwards the values for the different options are shown.
Signal Pileup
Quality ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
6 21.4 92.8 19.9 99.6 84.9 84.5
5 80.1 88.5 71.5 97.6 95.3 93.0
4
1st 84.0 86.6 72.8 97.0 96.0 93.2
3D 86.6 85.9 74.4 96.9 96.7 93.6
z 86.6 86.0 74.4 97.6 95.3 93.6
3
1st 95.0 44.1 41.9 75.4 98.5 74.3
3D 86.6 85.9 74.4 96.9 96.7 93.6
z 86.6 86.0 74.4 96.9 96.7 93.6
2
1st 95.5 43.9 41.9 75.0 98.6 74.0
3D 87.2 84.5 73.7 96.4 96.8 93.4
z 87.2 84.5 73.7 96.5 96.8 93.4
1
1st 100.0 18.3 18.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
3D 89.6 67.9 60.9 90.1 97.3 88.0
z 89.6 67.8 60.8 90.0 97.2 88.0
0
1st 100.0 18.3 18.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
3D 91.2 56.1 51.1 83.9 97.5 81.8
z 91.2 56.0 51.1 83.9 97.5 81.8
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Figure 4.4.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
qualities for associating the track always to the first vertex in step 3. The distribu-
tions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
4.3.2. Pileup Efficiency and Purity
In this part the performance of the different approaches is analyzed from a different perspec-
tive. Here, the main point is how well the simulated pileup tracks are subtracted from the
initial track collection. Therefore, two new fractions are defined. First, an efficiency indicat-
ing how many of the simulated pileup tracks that are reconstructed are correctly subtracted
from the initial track collection.
εpu =
simulated as pileup track and reconstructed and assigned to pileup vertex
simulated as pileup track and reconstructed
. (4.2)
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Figure 4.5.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the differ-
ent qualities of the association map with associating the track to the closest vertex
in three dimensions in step 3. The distributions are shown as a function of the
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the
number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
Next, a purity indicating how many of the reconstructed pileup tracks that are matched to a
simulated track are correctly removed from the initial track collection is defined
ppu =
reco. track assigned to a pileup vertex and matched to a sim. pileup track
reco. track assigned to a pileup vertex and matched to any sim. track
. (4.3)
The pileup purities and efficiencies for the three techniques of step 3 can be seen in Figs. 4.4
to 4.6. The averaged values can be found in Table 4.3, too. Overall, due to the high amount
of pileup interactions and therefore pileup tracks, in most cases about 90 % of the subtracted
tracks are correctly identified as pileup. For tracks with a high transverse momentum the
pileup purity is low since only a few pileup tracks have a high pT. Therefore, a wrong
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Figure 4.6.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
qualities of the association map with associating the track to the closest vertex in z
only in step 3. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
subtraction of a signal track has a large effect and leads to a low pileup purity. The same
argument holds for events with a low number of pileup interactions. Only executing mul-
tiple iterations and associating the track to more than one vertex with associating it always
to the first vertex as a technique in step 3 leads to significantly worse results compared to
the two other techniques. While for quality 2, both, pileup purity and efficiency, stay high,
both values drop to zero for quality 1 and 0. This is because using this technique during step
3 after two associations all tracks are considered as coming from the signal primary vertex.
For the pileup efficiency a similar picture is drawn.
The two other options for step 3 lead to a pileup efficiency between 84 % and 100 % for
the different qualities. After one association, still about 97 % of the simulated pileup tracks
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are also considered as pileup after reconstruction. After each following iteration this value
decreases by about 6 %.
To define a default configuration of the association map the results after iteration 1 are com-
pared. To that end, the performance only in terms of signal efficiency and purity are taken
into account. Of course, the efficiency is highest when the track is always associated to the
first vertex in step 3. On the other hand, the purity is about 40 % worse with respect to the
other two options. Since the difference in efficiency is comparably small with 9 %, one of the
other techniques is chosen. Looking for the closest vertex only along the z axis has a slightly
better purity while all other results are exactly the same as shown in Table 4.3. Therefore, in
the following plots and comparisons only this version is shown. Plots illustrating a compar-
ison of these three options for the qualities 4 to 0 can be found in the Appendix A.
4.4. Comparison to the Other Approaches
Now, the results of the default configuration of the association map are compared to the
performance of the other pileup subtraction techniques explained in Section 2.2.4.1. As a ref-
erence it is also shown what happens if no cleaning is executed. As explained, the other tech-
niques have different methods for charged hadrons with respect to all other tracks. There-
fore, also an individual validation of different particle types is presented.
For these studies not only the simulated Z0 → µ+µ− data sample is used. For electrons
simulated Z0 → e+e− events are used while for charged hadrons tt events are investigated.
4.4.1. All Charged Particles
4.4.1.1. Z0→ µ+µ−
In the first part, it is done for the standard Z0 → µ+µ− data sample. In this section all
tracks are taken into account, for the results for muons only see Section 4.4.3. As can be
seen in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 there are big differences in the four approaches in terms of purity.
The averaged values can be found in Table 4.4. Applying no pileup cleaning leads to a purity
below 20 % while the Jet/MET approach leads to about 45 %. The new approach based on the
association map leads to results very similar to the approach of the Muon/Egamma group
at about 86 %.
Table 4.4.: The resulting values in % of efficiency, purity and the product of both
for preserving signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup
subtraction techniques. Here, all tracks from simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events are
considered. All values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 18.3 18.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 92.4 45.5 42.1 77.4 97.6 75.5
Muon/Egamma 84.2 86.2 72.6 97.0 96.1 93.2
Association map 86.6 86.0 74.4 96.9 96.7 93.6
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Figure 4.7.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
In more detail, all approaches reach a purity of nearly 100 % for tracks with a pT greater than
10 GeV. Below this value the various approaches differ strongly. The association map and
the Muon/Egamma approach stay at a value of about 80 % while the other two drop below
30 %. A similar behavior can be seen in events with a high number of pileup interactions.
Considering the efficiency, the different approaches lie between 100 % for no pileup cleaning
and 84 % for the Muon/Egamma approach. Here, the difference is not as big as for the pu-
rity. Again, all approaches reach nearly 100 % for tracks with a pT greater than 10 GeV. In
terms of the product of efficiency and purity the association map leads to the best results. For
tracks with a very low pT the advance of the performance of the association map is clearly
visible. The benefit of this could be an improvement of the reconstruction of jets with a low
transverses momentum.
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Figure 4.8.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events. The distri-
butions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
Regarding their power in subtracting pileup tracks all approaches except for applying no
cleaning end up with a pileup purity of around 97 %. With respect to the pileup efficiency
the Jet/MET approach falls below the other two approaches by around 20 %.
Taking all these four values into account it can be concluded that the association map leads to
better results than the other ones. Moreover, with the association map an efficiency compa-
rable to the Jet/MET approach can be reached using three associations. Even then the purity
of the association map is 10 % higher compared to the Jet/MET approach.
4.4.1.2. Z0→ e+e−
As a next test, the analysis is applied to a data sample with simulated Z0 decays into e+e−.
The number of additional pileup events is about 20 and out-of-time pileup is added, like
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before. On average, about 450 tracks are reconstructed per event including about 50 signal
tracks. In Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 the different distributions of the purities and efficiencies are
shown. Compared to the results of the Z0 → µ+µ− data sample all results are a bit worse.
Applying no pileup subtraction leads to a purity of only about 15 %. Again, considering
the three pileup subtraction techniques, the association map leads to similar results as the
Muon/Egamma approach. The Jet/MET approach leads to a 10 % better efficiency while the
purity is significantly worse.
In terms of subtracting pileup the purity of all three approaches is in the same order of
magnitude while the pileup efficiency of the Jet/MET approach is 20 % worse than the other
two. Comparing the association map with the Muon/Egamma approach it can be observed
that the efficiency as well as the purity are higher by up to 3 %. The greatest difference
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Figure 4.9.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− events. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 4.10.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− events. The distribu-
tions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
between these two approaches can be seen in the endcap region or for tracks with a low pT.
For very low pT the association map is even better than the Jet/MET one. This may be due
to the fact that for tracks with a very low pT the uncertainty of the tracks dZ is rather high
(see Section 2.2.3.2). Therefore, such tracks can be rejected by the selection criteria of the
Jet/MET technique as presented in Section 2.2.4.1. Comparing again the association map to
Muon/Egamma it can be observed that only the pileup efficiency is a bit worse. At the other
three fractions the association map leads to better results. All these results are summarized
in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5.: The values of efficiency, purity and the product of both in % for preserv-
ing signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup subtraction
techniques. Here, all tracks from simulated Z0 → e+e− events are considered. All
values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 15.3 15.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 85.5 35.9 30.7 75.3 95.9 72.3
Muon/Egamma 76.6 71.5 54.8 94.6 95.1 90.0
Association map 79.7 72.0 57.4 94.4 95.9 90.6
4.4.1.3. Top-Pair Production
Finally, the analysis is also applied to a data sample with a rather high track multiplicity.
Simulated tt events with at least two simulated jets are chosen. Consequently, more than 500
tracks are reconstructed per event with about 100 signal tracks. The resulting purities and
efficiencies can be seen in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12. The corresponding averaged values are given
in Table 4.6. Overall, the values are better compared to the samples with the simulated Z0
decays. In particular, the purity is much better, which is because of the higher number of
signal tracks. Consequently, a constant number of pileup tracks, which are wrongly consid-
ered as signal tracks, have a lower effect on the purity. Applying no pileup cleaning leads to
a purity of about 41 %. The other three approaches are now much closer than for the other
samples. In terms of efficiency the Jet/MET approach is about 5 % better than the association
map and about 10 % better than the Muon/Egamma approach. Again, for tracks with a very
low pT the association map leads to the best results. The difference between the association
map and Muon/Egamma is visible over the whole η range.
The purity of the Jet/MET approach is about 25 % worse with respect to the other two. These
reach a purity of almost 100 %. This may come from the high number of signal tracks caused
by the quark-gluon jets. Also, for the pileup efficiency the Muon/Egamma and the asso-
ciation map reach almost 100 % while the Jet/MET approach is a bit lower. For the pileup
purity all approaches are in the range between 90 % and 95 %.
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Figure 4.11.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The distributions are shown as
a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle
plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 4.12.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the differ-
ent pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Table 4.6.: The values in % of efficiency, purity and the product of both for preserv-
ing signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup subtraction
techniques. Here, all tracks from simulated tt events are considered. All values are
averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 41.4 41.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 95.1 74.3 70.6 78.8 94.9 74.8
Muon/Egamma 85.9 98.2 84.4 99.0 89.8 88.8
Association map 89.4 98.1 87.6 98.9 92.0 90.9
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4.4.2. Charged Hadrons
In this part, the analysis runs only on the reconstructed charged hadrons to study the perfor-
mance of their association. The data sample used for this is the tt sample. In doing so, about
460 tracks are reconstructed per event including 100 signal tracks. The resulting purities and
efficiencies are shown in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14. The corresponding values are summarized in
Table 4.7. As already seen for all tracks from the tt sample, all values of efficiency and purity
are comparatively high. The gap between the Jet/MET approach and the other two in terms
of efficiency is in the order of 10 % while it is about 25 % in terms of purity. The main differ-
ence is below 1 GeV for the tracks pT or at a high number of underlying pileup interactions.
Comparing only the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach the association map
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Figure 4.13.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated charged hadrons from tt events.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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is either better or leads to the same results.
Considering the combination of the pileup efficiency and purity an interesting feature can
be seen at around 4 GeV. While for tracks with a lower pT the association map leads to bet-
ter results, for tracks with a higher pT the Jet/MET approach leads to the best performance.
This feature is because of the pileup purity and is also visible for the other studies but not
so significant. While for the other studies the Jet/MET approach leads to similar results as
the association map for charged hadrons only the former is significantly better. The reason
for this is that the Jet/MET approach subtracts less tracks than the association map. Addi-
tionally, only a few charged hadrons from pileup vertices have a large pT. Thus, the pileup
purity of the Jet/MET approach is better than that from the association map.
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Figure 4.14.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated charged hadrons from tt events.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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Table 4.7.: Efficiency, purity and the product of both in % for preserving signal
tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup subtraction techniques.
Here, only charged hadrons from simulated tt events are considered. All values are
averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 40.6 40.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 99.1 73.8 73.2 78.1 99.2 77.5
Muon/Egamma 89.4 98.2 87.7 98.9 92.5 91.5
Association map 90.5 98.2 88.8 98.9 93.2 92.1
4.4.3. Muons
Next, only reconstructed muons are taken into account to study the performance of their
association. The data sample used for this is the Z0 → µ+µ− sample. The resulting purities
and efficiencies are shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16. Only a small amount of muons are coming
from simulated pileup vertices. Especially in the barrel region and in the high transverse
momentum region very few muons are simulated. Hence, in these regions the uncertainties
visible in Fig. 4.16 are large. The low pT region is empty. Due to the fact that the Jet/MET and
the Muon/Egamma approach apply the same filters for muons the same results are obtained.
Furthermore, also the association map leads to very similar results for pileup purity and
efficiency. The same holds for signal efficiency and purity. All obtained values for efficiencies
are greater than 98 %, the values for purity even above 99 %.
Table 4.8.: The values in % of efficiency, purity and the product of both for preserv-
ing signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup subtraction
techniques. Here, only muons from simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events are considered.
All values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 90.9 90.9 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 98.5 99.5 98.1 96.4 84.4 81.4
Muon/Egamma 98.5 99.5 98.1 96.4 84.4 81.4
Association map 98.4 99.7 98.1 95.2 84.3 80.3
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Figure 4.15.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated muons from Z0 → µ+µ− events.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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Figure 4.16.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated muons from Z0 → µ+µ− events.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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4.4.4. Electrons
Finally, only the reconstructed electrons from simulated Z0 → e+e− events are studied. As
already mentioned in the analysis for the muons, also here, only few electrons are simulated
as pileup tracks. Therefore, the results shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 have large uncertainties
or the histograms have only few entries. The averaged values of the purities and efficiencies
are summarized in Table 4.9. Again, the Jet/MET and Muon/Egamma approach lead to
the same results due to the same treatment of reconstructed electrons. Also the association
map leads to very similar results in all regards. It is only slightly worse in the efficiency and
slightly better in purity. The largest difference can be seen in the pileup efficiency. Here, the
association map is almost 5 % better than the other two. In pileup purity all approaches lead
to similar results.
Table 4.9.: The resulting values of efficiency, purity and the product of both in %
for preserving signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks of the different pileup
subtraction techniques. Here, only electrons from simulated Z0 → e+e− events are
considered. All values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 92.4 92.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 93.6 99.0 92.7 88.1 48.0 42.2
Muon/Egamma 93.6 99.0 92.7 88.1 48.0 42.2
Association map 93.4 99.4 92.8 92.8 47.7 44.3
4.4.5. Conclusion
In summary, in most cases the association map leads to the best performance regarding the
combination of efficiency and purity. Only for tracks with a high pT applying no pileup sub-
traction leads to better results. For instance, for charged hadrons for tracks with a pT greater
than 10 GeV this difference is in the order of 5 %. Thus, for these particles the performance
of applying no pileup subtraction is better in terms of pileup efficiency and purity for high
pT, too. For all other cases the association map leads to the best results regarding the perfor-
mance in subtracting pileup tracks.
In order to reach a better efficiency the track can be associated to two or three vertices. In
doing so the gap to the Jet/MET approach in terms of efficiency is decreased to about 3− 1 %
while the purity remains better by about 20− 10 %, respectively. Hence, in terms of efficiency
alone doing multiple associations per tracks leads to the best performance. In terms of the
combination of efficiency and purity one iteration of the association map leads to the best
results.
As for most analyses, a common method is desired for all kind of objects, it is proposed to
use the association map with one or two iterations globally for future analyses.
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Figure 4.17.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated electrons from Z0 → e+e− events.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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Figure 4.18.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the dif-
ferent pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated electrons from Z0 → e+e−
events. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).

Chapter 5
Obtaining Signal Particles
Many of the following event objects like jets or missing transverse energy are created based
on all reconstructed particles that are considered as signal. Since the work flow presented in
Chapter 3 can only be applied on charged particles that leave a track in the tracker, another
technique needs to be applied for neutral particles. Based on the associations for both parti-
cles, charged and neutral, a new particle collection can be created containing only those that
are associated to the first primary vertex.
5.1. From Tracks to Particles
For neutral particles like photons a track reconstruction is not possible. They are recon-
structed by their energy signature in the calorimeters. Since the resolution of the calorimeter
for the direction of the incoming particle is rather poor compared to the tracker, an indi-
vidual association cannot be done for neutral particles. Therefore, all reconstructed neutral
particles are associated to the first vertex. If the number of associations is set to more than
one, the particle is associated in each iteration to the respective first primary vertex of the
collection. The first primary vertex is removed from the collection after an iteration, too.
A loop is carried out on a given collection of reconstructed particles. First, it is checked if
the particle is charged and is reconstructed in the tracker. If so, the procedure presented
in Section 3.2 is executed. If not, the particle is always associated to the first vertex. The
quality of this association is then defined as the negative value of the iteration at which it
is created. This has the advantage that one can easily differ between neutral particles and
charged particles that have positive values for the quality. In doing so another association
map is produced. Both types of association, particles to vertices or vertices to particles, can
be created, too.
5.2. First Vertex Candidates
In order to obtain only those particles that are considered as coming from the first vertex
the produced association map is taken as an input. If the way of association is particles
to vertices then it is very easy to obtain the signal particles since the vertices are sorted by
decreasing sum of pT in the map (see Section 2.2.3.2). If vertices are associated to particles
the initial vertex collection needs to be given, too. Then the first vertex from this collection
is taken and for every particle it is checked if they are associated to this primary vertex. A
cut on the quality of the association can also be set. All particles that are associated to the
first vertex and pass the quality filter are then put into a new particle collection. Based on
this collection jets can be produced or the missing transverse energy can be calculated, for
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instance.
5.3. Memory and Time Consumption
Finally, the computing time and memory consumption of this approach should be compared
to the existing techniques described in Section 2.2.4.1.
For the association map, only the two producers presented in Chapters 3 and 5.2 need to
be executed. For the Jet/MET and Muon/Egamma approach the different filter for charged
hadrons, muons and electrons are executed. Furthermore, for each of these filters two collec-
tions are produced, one for those particles that are considered as pileup and another collec-
tion including all particles but not those from the pileup collection. Therefore, more but also
faster modules are run in this sequence compared to the association map.
The studies are done for three different simulated samples. One with Z0 → e+e− decays with
a rather small amount of tracks, another one with Z0 decays to µ+µ− with one additional jet
from the initial state and tt events with a rather high track multiplicity. For all samples the
number of underlying pileup interactions is about 20.
Table 5.1.: Time and memory consumption of the different pileup subtraction tech-
niques. This study is done using simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events. The listed valued
for the time are the measured CPU time and the real time. The listed values for the
memory are the uncompressed and compressed size.
Time / ms Memory / kbyte
Approach CPU Real Uncompressed Compressed
Jet/MET 11.4 11.7 598.2 102.9
Muon/Egamma 10.8 11.1 552.8 93.1
Association map
One Iteration 44.2 48.7 200.0 32.6
Two Iterations 85.2 85.5 229.1 37.5
Three Iterations 131.5 131.9 258.1 41.9
The time consumption is analyzed as follows. For each module the time per execution is
taken. For each approach for all modules these times are summed up. There are two differ-
ent time definitions. One for the real time and one for the CPU time. The latter one will be
always the same or smaller than the real time depending on the input and output involve-
ment or other resources. The resulting values can be found in Tables 5.1 to 5.3. It can be
seen that the association map needs much more time. Although only two modules are run
compared to about eight at the other approaches. This is due to the customized association
procedure that takes much more time than just a filter based on one or two values. The cre-
ation of the association map alone takes about 99 % of the listed time.
The used memory is calculated similar to the time consumption. For each module the av-
eraged value for one event is taken. For each approach these values are then summed up.
Again two different memory consumptions are calculated. One for the uncompressed and
one for the compressed size. During the processing of a single event all outputs from the
modules are stored uncompressed temporary at the working storage. At the end only the
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Table 5.2.: Time and memory consumption of the different pileup subtraction tech-
niques. This study is done using simulated Z0 → e+e− events. The listed valued
for the time are the measured CPU time and the real time. The listed values for the
memory are the uncompressed and compressed size.
Time / ms Memory / kbyte
Approach CPU Real Uncompressed Compressed
Jet/MET 11.4 11.4 588.4 100.7
Muon/Egamma 10.5 10.5 544.6 91.3
Association map
One Iteration 44.8 45.0 196.9 31.9
Two Iterations 85.7 85.9 225.1 36.7
Three Iterations 132.4 132.6 253.4 41.1
needed outputs are written compressed into the output file. Comparing the results from
Tables 5.1 to 5.3 it can be seen that the total size of all outputs from the association map is
always a lot smaller compared to the other ones. Furthermore, it needs to be mentioned that
the association map itself needs only 20 % of the memory of the created track collection. The
reason is that in the association map the tracks as well as the vertices are stored as references
to members of a collection. On the other hand within a track collection always the full in-
formation is stored. Since the other approaches create several temporary track collections
their memory consumption is comparably large. Hence, much memory is saved using the
association map.
Table 5.3.: Time and memory consumption of the different pileup subtraction tech-
niques. This study is done using simulated tt events. The listed valued for the time
are the measured CPU time and the real time. The listed values for the memory are
the uncompressed and compressed size.
Time / ms Memory / kbyte
Approach CPU Real Uncompressed Compressed
Jet/MET 14.5 14.9 658.4 116.0
Muon/Egamma 13.6 14.0 609.1 105.8
Association map
One Iteration 53.5 55.1 221.5 37.3
Two Iterations 101.0 101.7 253.0 42.5
Three Iterations 154.5 155.4 284.2 47.3

Chapter 6
Impact on other Observables
In this section, the effects on reconstructed objects like jets or the missing transverse energy
are studied. In every subsection the different options of step 3 are compared, first. In a second
part the default configuration of the association map is compared to the current approaches
presented in Section 2.2.4.1 as well as to the results of applying no pileup subtraction.
Most high-level objects strongly depend on the pT or the energy of the analyzed particles.
Therefore, a short look at the pT spectrum is taken in advance. In Fig. 6.1 the pT distributions
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Figure 6.1.: In the top row the pT distributions of signal tracks is shown for different
qualities of the association map with associating the track always to the first vertex
(left hand plot) or to the closest vertex in z (middle plot). Furthermore, a compari-
son between the different pileup subtraction techniques is shown (right hand plot).
In the bottom row the same is shown for pileup tracks. All distributions are scaled
down by a factor such that the histogram with the largest integral is normalized to
unity. In the right hand plots the distributions of the association map are hidden
behind those of the Muon/Egamma approach.
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of the signal and pileup tracks are shown. It is based on the simulated Z0 → µ+µ− sample.
As can be seen for tracks with a low pT these distributions differ the most. In general, the
new approach based on the association map subtracts more pileup tracks leading to a smaller
number of signal tracks. Furthermore, only a small difference can be observed between the
association map and the Muon/Egamma approach.
As evidenced by the results presented in Chapter 4 looking for the closest vertex in all three
dimensions or only along the z axis lead to very similar results. Hence, only the default
option of the association map is shown, which is the latter. Additionally, while the results
for one iteration (quality class 3) and two iterations (quality 1) are studied using both options,
for three iterations (quality 0) only the results for looking along the z axis are analyzed. As
seen in Chapter 4 there is no difference between quality 0 and 1 for associating the track
always to the first vertex. Therefore, only one of them is taken into account from now on.
6.1. Isolation
The first observable that is compared is the relative isolation of different particles. For this
study simulated Z0 decays into two leptons (electrons or muons) are chosen. For every muon
or electron the relative isolation is calculated and filled into a two dimensional histogram
together with the number of underlying pileup interactions. The relative isolation itself is
calculated as follows. All muons and electrons from all simulated events are selected that
have a pT greater than 5 GeV. For these particles the energy deposits in the calorimeter and
tracker from charged and neutral particles (from the signal interaction only) within a ∆R-
cone of 0.4 (0.3 for electrons) are summed up, with
∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆ϕ2. (6.1)
The sum is then divided by the pT of the track to obtain the relative isolation. Having exe-
cuted this the mean of the isolation is calculated for each bin of the number of pileup inter-
actions. Furthermore, a one dimensional histogram is created by summing up the isolations
from these bins.
6.1.1. Quality Comparison
First, a comparison of the different qualities of the association map is done. The results can be
seen in Fig. 6.2. Due to the higher number of particles that are considered as signal (compare
Fig. 6.1), the relative isolation for the option where the track is always associated to the first
vertex is higher. Furthermore, the relative isolation for one iteration with associating the
track to the closest vertex in z is the smallest one. For this option more iterations have only a
small effect on the relative isolation.
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Figure 6.2.: In the top row the distributions of the isolation of muons (left hand
plot) and electrons (right hand plot) for different qualities of the association map
are shown (each integral is normalized to unity). Their dependence on the number
of pileup vertices are shown in the bottom row. The technique in step 3 of the
association is labeled as follows, the number behind the Q is for the quality while
the first character is for the option itself (1 for always first vertex, Z for closest vertex
in z direction).
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Figure 6.3.: In the top row the distributions of the isolation of muons (left hand
plot) and electrons (right hand plot) for different pileup subtraction techniques are
shown (each integral is normalized to unity). Their dependence on the number of
pileup vertices are shown in the bottom row.
6.1.2. Technique Comparison
Next, the performance of the association map is compared to the other pileup subtraction
approaches. The distributions of the relative isolations shown in Fig. 6.3 can be explained
by the number of signal tracks as can be seen in the top right plot in Fig. 6.1. Because the
number of signal tracks from the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach is nearly
the same, the relative isolation is very similar. Consequently, the Jet/MET approach leads
to a higher relative isolation while no pileup subtraction leads to the highest isolation. This
is because the relative isolation depends only on the energy deposit of the signal particles.
Furthermore, for muons and electrons the dependence on the number of pileup interactions
for the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach is not as big as for the other two
approaches.
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6.2. Jets
In a next step, the effects on the reconstruction of jets are studied. Based on a collection of
particles (charged and neutral), which is cleaned from pileup particles, jets are created. A
detailed description of the building of jets, in particular of the anti-kt algorithm can be found
elsewhere [29]. For the following studies jets are produced using the anti-kt algorithm with
a cut-off parameter of 0.5.
6.2.1. Association of Tracks from Jets
Before the results of the jet reconstruction itself are compared, the track validation is run
again. This time, a weight is applied to each track according to its contribution to the jet
momentum. The individual weight is:
weight =
ptrackT
pjetT
. (6.2)
If a track does not contribute to any jet the weight is set to a very low value
(
10−4
)
. Doing
so, the particular track is not completely lost but contributes only to a small amount. The
definitions of the efficiencies and purities are the same as in Chapter 4. The validation runs
on 9000 simulated tt events with 20 pileup interactions on average and added out-of-time
pileup. Thus, in total, about one million signal tracks are analyzed.
6.2.1.1. Quality Comparison
The results of the different association qualities can be seen in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5. As already
explained, only two options are compared since taking the closest vertex in all three dimen-
sions is expected to lead to the same results as looking along the z axis only. The averaged
values are shown in Table 6.1. For all qualities, the product of efficiency and purity at look-
ing for the closest vertex along the z axis compared to taking always the first vertex is better.
There, quality 3 (one association per track) leads to the best result.
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Figure 6.4.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both for the different asso-
ciation qualities based on simulated tt events. The tracks are weighted according
to their contribution to the jet momentum (see Equation (6.2)). The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 6.5.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both for the dif-
ferent association qualities based on simulated tt events. The tracks are weighted
according to their contribution to the jet momentum (see Equation (6.2)). The distri-
butions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plot), transverse
momentum (middle plot) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plot).
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Table 6.1.: The values in % of efficiency, purity and the product of both for pre-
serving signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks for the different quality classes
of the association map. Here, all tracks from simulated tt events are considered.
Additionally, the tracks are weighted according to their contribution to the jet mo-
mentum (see Equation (6.2)). All values are averaged over the whole parameter
range. An efficiency of 100 % for at least two iterations (quality 1 and 0) and asso-
ciating the track always to the first vertex means that the simulated signal vertex is
the first or second in the reconstructed vertex collection.
Signal Pileup
Quality ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
3
1st 99.1 72.0 71.3 76.9 98.9 76.0
z 98.1 97.9 96.0 98.8 95.6 94.5
1
1st 100.0 36.6 36.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
z 99.4 87.1 86.6 92.3 97.0 89.6
0
1st 100.0 36.6 36.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
z 99.6 78.2 77.9 85.5 97.5 83.3
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6.2.1.2. Technique Comparison
Now, the results of the association map are compared to those from the other subtraction
techniques as well as to no pileup subtraction. The results in terms of purities and efficien-
cies are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. The averaged values can be found in Table 6.2. In general
it is seen that the results with applying the jet weights differ a bit from those without weights
as shown in Table 4.6. While the efficiencies of the association map and the Muon/Egamma
approach are better, the efficiency of the Jet/MET approach is a bit worse. The picture turns
around looking at the purity. Regarding the product of efficiencies and purities the associa-
tion map always leads to the best performance.
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Figure 6.6.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both for the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The tracks are weighted
according to their contribution to the jet momentum (see Equation (6.2)). The distri-
butions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 6.7.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both for the dif-
ferent pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The tracks are
weighted according to their contribution to the jet momentum (see Equation (6.2)).
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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Table 6.2.: The values of efficiency, purity and the product of both in % for preserv-
ing signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks for the different pileup subtraction
techniques. Here, all tracks from simulated tt events are considered. Additionally,
the tracks are weighted according to their contribution to the jet momentum (see
Equation (6.2)). All values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Signal Pileup
Approach ε p ε× p εpu ppu εpu × ppu
No pileup cleaning 100.0 36.6 36.6 0.0 0.0 0.0
Jet/MET 97.6 71.1 69.4 78.8 99.3 78.3
Muon/Egamma 96.2 97.9 94.2 99.0 95.2 94.2
Association map 98.1 97.9 96.0 98.8 95.6 94.5
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6.2.2. Jet Reconstruction
Next, the performance of the actual jet reconstruction is studied. It is expected that the
Jet/MET approach leads to the best results since it is designed for the reconstruction of jets.
To compare the qualities and approaches, the pT response is analyzed. It is defined as the
fraction of the reconstructed and simulated transverse momentum of the jet
ζ =
precoT
psimT
. (6.3)
This fraction is put into a two dimensional histogram together with the simulated number
of underlying pileup interactions. The analysis is run on 100 000 simulated QCD events with
20 pileup interactions on average and added out-of-time pileup. The spectrum of the jets
pT is chosen to be flat between 15 GeV and 3000 GeV. For each event the two reconstructed
jets with the highest pT are taken. For each of them the closest simulated jet is found with
respect to ∆R (see Equation (6.1)). Based on these two jets the pT response is calculated.
Having executed this on all events, the pT response distribution for each bin of the number
of pileup interactions is taken. A Gaussian distribution is then fitted to this histogram. The
mean and the width of said Gaussian are studied. In general the mean of the Gaussian should
be close to 1 while the width should be as small as possible. Furthermore, all values should
be independent of the number of pileup interactions, η or pT.
These values are analyzed for the uncorrected jets as well as for corrected jets. The latter
includes a correction for pileup, η and pT dependencies. The correction factors are defined
based on jets created with the Jet/MET approach. Hence, applying these correction factors
on other jets is expected to lead to a worsening of the pT response. More information on the
definition of the jet energy correction factors can be found in reference [30].
Table 6.3.: The values of the mean and width of the pT response for the different
qualities of the association map. The averaged values are shown for uncorrected
and corrected jets. Here, the two jets with the highest pT from simulated QCD
events are considered.
Uncorrected Corrected
Quality Mean Width Mean Width
3
1st 0.99 0.10 0.99 0.10
z 0.95 0.11 0.95 0.11
1
1st 1.04 0.11 1.05 0.11
z 0.96 0.11 0.96 0.11
0
1st 1.04 0.11 1.05 0.11
z 0.97 0.11 0.97 0.11
6.2.2.1. Quality Comparison
First, the results of the different qualities of the association map are compared. The distribu-
tion of the mean and the width of the pT response of the corrected and uncorrected jets are
shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The averaged values can be found in Table 6.3. The correction
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Figure 6.8.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of different association
qualities based on simulated QCD events for uncorrected jets. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
changes the results only slightly. Associating the track to the first vertex only in one iteration
(quality 3) leads to almost perfect results with an averaged pT response of 0.99 and a small
width. Looking for the closest vertex along the z axis, a second or a third iteration improves
the performance only slightly. Analyzing the results of the uncorrected jets, the distribution
for associating the track always to the first vertex increases very much for low pT and more
than one iteration. For exactly one iteration this increase is still visible but not as large as for
more iterations. Looking at the distributions of the mean of the pT response as a function of
pT and number of pileup interactions one can see that the results for associating the track to
the closest vertex in z direction are almost independent of the value of all pT, η and number
of pileup vertices. For small qualities and associating the track always the first vertex the rise
of the pT response to low pT values or high number of pileup interactions is expected. This
is because of the fact that for low qualities all tracks are considered as signal. Additionally,
the pT spectrum of the pileup tracks that are added at this quality peaks at low values (see
Fig. 6.1). On the other hand, the width of the pT response indicates a strong dependence
on all shown parameters for all options of the association map. Taking a look at the results
for the corrected jets it is shown that the dependence of the width on the shown parame-
ters decreases a little. Furthermore, the correction seems to over-correct the reconstructed
pT. This is due to the fact that the correction factors are defined based on the Jet/MET ap-
proach. In the low pT region this correction also seems to tend in the wrong direction since
the pT response of most qualities of the association map is smaller than that of the Jet/MET
approach.
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Figure 6.9.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of different association
qualities based on simulated QCD events for corrected jets. The distributions are
shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momen-
tum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
6.2.2.2. Technique Comparison
Finally, the performance of the association map is compared to the other approaches. The re-
sults are shown in Figs. 6.10 and 6.11. The averaged values are summarized in Table 6.4.
As expected the Jet/MET approach leads to the best result. Since the correction factors
have been calculated based on the Jet/MET approach a comparison between the associa-
tion map and the Muon/Egamma approach is more significant. The difference between the
association map and the Muon/Egamma approach is very small. For both, uncorrected and
corrected jets, almost independently of η, the pT or the number of pileup interactions the
association map leads to results that are a few per mill better. The width of the distribu-
tions differ only slightly where the association map leads to better results compared to the
Muon/Egamma approach. Again this difference is in the order of a few per mill. Concern-
ing the results of the uncorrected jets it can be observed that the association map as well
as the Muon/Egamma approach seem to lead to better results. Especially as a function of
pT or number of pileup interactions, the distributions are much flatter than for the Jet/MET
approach. On the other hand, over η the Jet/MET approach leads to a much flatter pT re-
sponse. Applying the correction factor then leads to the expected results. The distribution
for the Jet/MET approach is almost completely flat around a pT response of 1.
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Table 6.4.: The values of the mean and width of the pT response for the different
pileup subtraction techniques. The averaged values are shown for uncorrected and
corrected jets. Here, the two jets with the highest pT from simulated QCD events
were considered.
Uncorrected Corrected
Approach Mean Width Mean Width
No pileup cleaning 1.04 0.11 1.05 0.11
Jet/MET 1.03 0.10 1.00 0.10
Muon/Egamma 0.95 0.11 0.95 0.11
Association map 0.95 0.11 0.95 0.11
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Figure 6.10.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of different pileup sub-
traction techniques based on simulated QCD events for uncorrected jets. The distri-
butions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 6.11.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of different pileup sub-
traction techniques based on simulated QCD events for corrected jets. The distribu-
tions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse
momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
6.3. Missing Transverse Energy
The next object to be studied is the reconstructed missing transverse energy (EmissT ). Since the
colliding protons delivered from the LHC are expected to have no transverse momentum the
sum of the pT of all particles originating from one primary vertex is 0. Only neutrinos, which
leave the detector without deposing any energy in its material budget, are able to contribute
to the EmissT . In order to calibrate the reconstruction of the E
miss
T usually events are chosen
where neutrinos are not produced. For instance Z0 decays into two muons. While the raw
EmissT is calculated based on all reconstructed particles, the first correction tries to account for
the impact of particles originating from pileup interactions. It should be noted that for this
study only this correction is applied on the reconstructed EmissT . Having reduced the impact
of pileup interactions with this correction, further corrections are possible to execute like a
pT balancing. Here, only the effect of the first correction is analyzed, since it is the only one
that depends directly on pileup. More information about the reconstruction and correction
of EmissT can be found elsewhere [31], [32].
For this study, simulated Drell-Yan events decaying to two leptons with one additional jet
and underlying pileup interactions are used. The interesting events are selected as follows.
First, a trigger is applied selecting only those events that contain one muon with a pT greater
than 17 GeV and one additional muon with a pT greater than 8 GeV. In doing so, only de-
cays into two muons are selected. Furthermore, in each event at least one primary vertex
has to be reconstructed passing the filter given in Section 4.1. Several additional filters are
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applied to the reconstructed muons, for instance on the number of hits or on the invariant
mass of the selected muon pair to be within 30 GeV around the Z0 mass. This selection has
been established of the study of the EmissT performance at 8 TeV presented in reference [32].
Events passing these criteria are expected to have a negligible EmissT . Hence, the goal for the
reconstructed (and corrected) EmissT is 0 GeV. From such events the raw E
miss
T , the E
miss
T after
the first correction and the number of underlying pileup interactions are studied. Having
applied this procedure on all events, the same method is executed as it is explained for the
relative isolation. This means, the overall distribution of the EmissT is plotted as well as its
dependence on the number of pileup interactions. In Fig. 6.12 the results for the uncorrected
EmissT are shown. As expected they are completely the same for all qualities. On average, the
reconstructed EmissT is close to 19 GeV.
6.3.1. Quality Comparison
First, the results of the different qualities of the association map are compared having ap-
plied the first EmissT correction. This correction is based on the particles that are considered as
originating at pileup vertices. Hence, having applied this correction on the raw EmissT differ-
ent values are expected. As can be seen in Fig. 6.13, one iteration with associating the track to
the closest vertex in z (labeled ”Z - Q3”) leads to the lowest EmissT . For this association option
the number of associations has no large influence on the distribution of the EmissT . On aver-
age, the corrected EmissT is in the order of 17 GeV. Furthermore, associating the track always
to the first vertex leads to significantly worse results. On average, when taking always the
first vertex the EmissT is about 8 % higher than when using the closest vertex.
6.3.2. Technique Comparison
Next, the performance of the association map is compared to the other approaches. The
results are shown in Fig. 6.14. The association map leads to the best results. The results of
the Muon/Egamma approach are very similar. On average, the Jet/MET technique leads to
a 0.6 GeV worse EmissT , which is an effect in the order of 3 %. Translating this into the number
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Figure 6.12.: The raw EmissT distributions (integral is normalized to unity) and their
dependence on the number of pileup vertices for different qualities of the associa-
tion map based on simulated Drell-Yan events. No correction is applied. Hence, all
distributions are exactly the same.
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Figure 6.13.: The corrected EmissT distributions (each integral is normalized to unity)
and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices for different qualities of the
association map based on simulated Drell-Yan events. In these plots the EmissT is
corrected for the contribution of pileup interactions.
of pileup interactions yields an effect in the order of two pileup interactions. This means, the
resulting EmissT of the Jet/MET approach is as good as that of the association map for events
with two more pileup interactions. As expected, applying no pileup cleaning leads to the
worst results.
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Figure 6.14.: The corrected EmissT distributions (each integral is normalized to unity)
and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices for different pileup sub-
traction techniques based on simulated Drell-Yan events. In these plots the EmissT is
corrected for the contribution of pileup interactions.
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6.4. b Tagging
Next, the effects on the performance of the b tagging are studied. For this, the so-called
combined secondary vertex (CSV) discriminator is applied to all jets. It depends on several
parameters of the tracks of the particular jet as well as on parameters of a possibly fitted
secondary vertex. These parameters are expected to obtain a high discriminating power and
a low correlation. For instance, used parameters are the number of tracks at the secondary
vertex and the vertex mass. More information about this discriminator can be found else-
where [33]. Consequently, calculating this discriminator based on jets that are created on
different particle collections, can lead to different values.
6.4.1. Tracks Originating from B-Hadron Decays
As a first analysis, the track validation from Section 4.3.1 is modified so that only tracks
from simulated decays of B hadrons are taken into account. The other filters applied to the
reconstructed and simulated tracks are the same as presented in Section 4.2. The interesting
result of the validation is the efficiency as defined in Equation (3.1). A purity would be
dependent on the jet clustering and an association of the particles to B-hadron decays. Hence,
it would only be a rough estimate. Furthermore, since in the following only the efficiency
of the b tagging is studied, also for the tracks originating from B-hadron decays only the
efficiency is studied. The study is based on 9000 simulated tt events with 20 underlying
pileup interactions on average.
6.4.1.1. Quality Comparison
First, the different qualities of the association map are compared. The results for the effi-
ciency can be seen in Fig. 6.15 and the averaged values in Table 6.5. As can be seen for both
options two iterations lead to an efficiency of nearly 100 %. Only for tracks with a high pseu-
dorapidity, a low pT or in events with many underlying pileup interactions the efficiency
drops below 90 %.
6.4.1.2. Technique Comparison
Now, the association map is compared to the other pileup subtraction techniques. The results
are shown in Fig. 6.16 and summarized in Table 6.5. The efficiency of the association map is
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Figure 6.15.: The efficiencies of the different qualities of the association map for
reconstructing tracks coming from B-hadron decays. The distributions are shown as
a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plot), transverse momentum (middle
plot) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plot).
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Table 6.5.: The values in % of the efficiency for preserving signal tracks of the dif-
ferent approaches. Here, only tracks coming from decays of B hadrons in simulated
tt events are considered. All values are averaged over the whole parameter range.
Approach ε
No pileup cleaning 100.0
Jet/MET 96.8
Muon/Egamma 93.1
Association map
Quality 3
1st 97.7
z 96.3
Quality 1
1st 100.0
z 99.4
Quality 0
1st 100.0
z 99.6
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Figure 6.16.: The efficiencies of the different pileup subtraction techniques for re-
constructing tracks coming from B-hadron decays. The distributions are shown as
a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plot), transverse momentum (middle
plot) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plot).
almost as high as that of the Jet/MET approach. This may be due to the fact that a collection
of reconstructed decays of B hadrons is given to the association map. Tracks coming from
those decays can be associated better. Especially the results for tracks with a low pT are much
better with the association map. Only for very high pseudorapidities the Jet/MET approach
leads to significantly better results. Furthermore, it can be established that multiple iterations
of the association map lead to better results than all current pileup subtraction techniques.
This is independent of the option for step 3 of the association map.
6.4.2. b Tag Comparison
As a next step the effects on the performance of the b tag are elaborated. For this study
100 000 events with simulated tt decays with at least one B hadron are used. Three different
plots are shown. First, the cumulative efficiency of the reconstruction of b jets as a function
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of the discriminant. Second, the c-jet efficiency as a function of the b-jet efficiency. Third,
the light-quark jet efficiency as a function of the b-jet efficiency. While the first one should
be as high as possible, the other two distributions should be as low as possible since they
represent a kind of failure rate.
6.4.2.1. Quality Comparison
The different qualities of the association map are compared. The results can be seen in
Fig. 6.17. Since the difference between the qualities is hardly visible, all distribution are
normalized to quality 1 and associating the track always to the first vertex at step 3 of the as-
sociation map (1 - Q1). The association of the track to the closest vertex along the z axis with
two or more iterations leads to the best b-jet efficiency. Additionally, for these options, both
failure rates are below the reference that is associating the track always to the first vertex
with three iterations.
6.4.2.2. Technique Comparison
Finally, the different pileup subtraction techniques are compared. The problem here is that
the discriminant is tuned on the performance of the Jet/MET approach. Therefore, this ap-
proach is expected to lead to the best results and consequently the performance of the as-
sociation map is compared to that of the Muon/Egamma approach. Both, the jet collection
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Figure 6.17.: The b-tag performance of different qualities of the association map
based on simulated tt events. The b-jet efficiency is shown as a function of the
discriminant (left hand plots) while the c-jet efficiency (middle plots) and light-
quark jet efficiency (right hand plots) are plotted as a function of the b-jet efficiency.
In the second row the distributions are normalized to quality 1 and associating the
track always to the first vertex at step 3 of the association map (1 - Q1).
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Figure 6.18.: The b-tag performance of different pileup subtraction techniques
based on simulated tt events. The b-jet efficiency is shown as a function of the dis-
criminant (left hand plots) while the c-jet efficiency (middle plots) and light-quark
jet efficiency (right hand plots) are plotted as a function of the b-jet efficiency. In
the second row the distributions are normalized to the distribution of no pileup
cleaning.
obtained from association map and that obtained from the Muon/Egamma approach, are
expected to be similarly independent from the jet collection obtained from the Jet/MET ap-
proach. Hence, the association map is compared to the Muon/Egamma approach since the
CSV discriminant has not been trained on neither of these samples. The results are shown
in Fig. 6.18. Since the difference between the different distributions is hardly visible, all dis-
tribution are shown again normalized to the distribution of applying no pileup cleaning.
Especially for the b-jet efficiency as a function of the discriminant the association map per-
forms better than the Muon/Egamma approach. In most cases, the same behavior is visible
for the failure rates as a function of the b-jet efficiencies. To compare the performance of
the association map with that of the Jet/MET approach the discriminant needs to be trained
based on the jet collection obtained from the association map. Because of the large number
of input parameter this is out of the scope of the work presented here.
6.5. Conclusion
Summarizing, the impact on the presented high-level objects are strongly connected to the
number of tracks that are considered as signal or pileup tracks. Compared to the other pileup
subtraction techniques, the association map selects the smallest number of tracks as originat-
ing from the signal vertex. Consequently, the relative isolation is the smallest one for this
technique. The approach of the Muon/Egamma group leads to very similar results in most
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studies.
It is shown that the track association including the jet weight of the association map leads
to the best combination of efficiency and purity. This has been seen without usage of the
weight in Section 4.4, too. Considering the performance of the jet reconstruction in terms of
pT response it is shown that without jet energy correction factors the association map and
the Muon/Egamma approach lead to a pT response that is almost independent of the pT of
the jet or of the number of pileup interactions. Since these correction factors have been tuned
based on the jets obtained from the Jet/MET approach, applying them leads to a very good
performance of the Jet/MET approach, while the momentum of the jets based on the associ-
ation map or Muon/Egamma approach are shifted to the wrong direction. Associating the
track always to the first vertex during step 3 of the association map leads also to very good
results. The performance is similar to that of the Jet/MET approach. Executing more than
one association with associating the track to the closest vertex in z improves the performance
of the jet reconstruction. Now, the gap to the Jet/MET approach is smaller and dependencies
of the pT response on η, pT and the number of pileup interactions decreases.
Regarding the performance of the correction of the reconstructed EmissT the association map
clearly gives the best results. While the Muon/Egamma approach leads to similar results
those of the Jet/MET approach are worse by a few percent. Hence, it can be recommended
to use the association map for this purpose.
In terms of efficiency of preserving tracks coming from B-hadron decays the results of the
association map are similar to those of the Jet/MET approach. The performance of the
Muon/Egamma approach is a bit worse. Since the discriminant of the b tag has been trained
based on the jet collection of the Jet/MET approach the performance of the association map
is compared to that of the Muon/Egamma approach. The results show that the association
map acts better. Also for the b tagging executing more than one association per track im-
proves the b-jet efficiency significantly. With two or three associations an improvement in
the order of 5 % and more can be observed with respect to one association only. Considering
that the Jet/MET approach is about 2 % better than the association map with one iteration it
can be motivated that multiple associations with associating the track to the closest vertex in
z leads to the best performance. In both comparisons the performance of the default confi-
guration of the association map is in the region around 99 %.
Concluding, for the corrected EmissT the association map leads to the best results while for the
jets its performance is very promising in terms of track association and of the uncorrected pT
response. Hence, it is recommended to tune the jet energy correction factors on the collection
created based on the association map as a test.
Chapter 7
Comparing Simulated and Real Events
In this section the performance of the association map is compared in simulated and real
events. The real events were taken by the CMS experiment at the end of 2012. In order to
obtain a data sample that has a very low number of events coming from background events
faking the signal signature, events should contain at least two high-pT muons. Again, the
selection presented in Section 6.3 is applied [32] requiring events with at least two well re-
constructed muons. Events from collisions passing this selection are compared to simulated
events from a Drell-Yan sample with leptonic decays. Even though background contamina-
tions are expected to be low, several background processes are also considered as summa-
rized in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1.: List of the utilized simulated data sets used for the data comparison and
their cross sections at 8 TeV. The order at of the calculation of the cross section is
given in brackets.
Dataset Cross section / pb
Z decays to two leptons + jets 3504 (NNLO)
tt 234 (NNLO)
Multi-jet (QCD) 1.347 · 105 (LO)
WZ 32 (NLO)
WW 57 (NLO)
ZZ 8 (NLO)
First, to enable a reasonable comparison, the simulated events need to be weighted in a way
that the distributions of the number of vertices per event agree. Afterwards, a comparison
of some parameters of the track reconstruction as well as a calculation of the association
efficiency is discussed. Another observable that can be compared is the performance of the
EmissT correction. The following studies are done based on about 10 000 simulated and real
events, respectively, passing the double-muon selection.
7.1. Pileup Weighting
Prior to the comparison, the simulated events need to be weighted according to the number
of pileup interactions. In the left hand plot in Fig. 7.1 the primary vertex distribution for col-
lision data is compared to the simulated distribution. There are two different distributions
for the simulation. One before and one after the pileup weight is applied. The weighting
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method that is used is the so-called 1BX. In most cases, this procedure describes the shape of
the distribution the best. The weight is calculated using the estimated true number of inter-
actions of the bunch crossing before the double-muon trigger and selection is applied. This
true number of interactions is the expected number of vertices at a bunch crossing. One rea-
son why it could differ from the actual number of reconstructed vertices are inefficiencies at
the vertex reconstruction. For the simulation this can be easily taken from the event informa-
tion. For collision data it is calculated based on the proton-proton cross section (see Sec. 2.3)
and the instantaneous luminosity reconstruction of the hadron forward detector (see refer-
ence [15]). It can be seen that after weighting the simulated distribution agrees much better
with the data distribution. The remaining differences may come from statistical fluctuations
or are due to different vertex reconstruction inefficiencies. The latter could be because of
different shapes of the interaction region. Additionally, the calculation of the true number of
interaction based on the hadron forward calorimeter leads to a systematic uncertainty of the
distribution for real data. On the right hand side, the vertex distributions after the double-
muon selection are compared. Still no large deviations are visible. Regarding the ratio plot a
small systematic deviation of the data towards a lower number of vertices can be observed.
The shift to lower values compared to the distribution without the double-muon trigger are
expected to come from the trigger and selection criteria.
For most of the plots the ratio of data divided by simulation is shown in the bottom. This is
done since it is expected that the statistic uncertainty is negligible compared to the systematic
uncertainty. Taking the ratio cancels most of the know and unknown systematic uncertain-
ties. Nevertheless, calculating a proper p-value for the deviation of the ratio from unity is
complex. More elaboration can be found in the Appendix B. Consequently, in most cases
the actual significance of the discrepancies from data and simulation are smaller than they
appear in the ratio plots.
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Figure 7.1.: On the left hand side the primary vertex distribution in data and sim-
ulation before and after pileup weighting is shown. On the right hand side the
vertex distribution after the double-muon selection is shown. The integral of each
distribution is normalized to unity.
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7.2. Track Validation
7.2.1. Track Collection Related
The numbers of considered signal tracks are compared between collision data and simula-
tion. In Fig. 7.2 the distributions are shown. As expected, associating the tracks always to the
first vertex in step 3 (top row) leads to a much higher number of tracks than associating the
tracks to the closest vertex in z (bottom row). For the second option the agreement between
data and simulation is much better. For associating the track always to the first vertex the
events from data tend to have larger values compared to the simulation. This difference may
come from an insufficient simulation of the pileup interactions and from possible unconsid-
ered effects of the particle identification and trigger. As a function of η all data distributions
agree very well with the expectations from the simulation. In the distributions as a func-
tion of pT a discrepancy at around 10 GeV is very prominent. Although several background
processes are taken into consideration this difference is still present.
A comparison of the different pileup subtraction techniques is shown in Fig. 7.3. For no
pileup subtraction (left hand plot) some slight differences are visible for a track number per
event greater than 1000. For the Muon/Egamma approach a small undershoot of data for
events with more than approximately 60 tracks is visible. As expected for this approach
the number of considered signal tracks per events is much lower than with the Jet/MET
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Figure 7.2.: The distributions of the number of tracks per event (left hand plots), as
a function of η (middle plots) and pT (right hand plots) in data and simulation. In
the top row for associating the track always to the first vertex in the bottom row
for associating the track to the closest vertex in z. Always only one association is
created. In gray the uncertainty of the expected value from simulation is shown.
The integral of each distribution is normalized to unity.
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Figure 7.3.: The distributions of the number of tracks per event for no pi-
leup subtraction (left hand plot), the Jet/MET approach (middle plot) and the
Muon/Egamma approach (right hand plot) in data and simulation. In gray the
uncertainty of the expected value from simulation is shown. The integral of each
distribution is normalized to unity.
approach, where a good agreement is observed.
The next observable connected to the number of tracks is the sum of the p2T of the considered
signal tracks. This variable is also important since the vertices of the primary vertex collec-
tion are sorted according to it. In Fig. 7.4 the distributions are shown for the two options of
the association map and one association. For both options the peak of the distribution is at
around 4000 GeV2. Associating the track always to the first vertex leads to a higher tail to-
wards a higher p2T sum as expected. This is due to the higher number of signal tracks shown
earlier. Keeping this in mind, the overall agreement between data and simulation is good.
Some differences around the peak of the distribution can be observed but are in the order of
two standard deviations of the expectation from simulation.
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Figure 7.4.: The distributions of the sum of the pT2 of the tracks associated to the
first vertex in data and simulation. In gray the uncertainty of the expected value
from simulation is displayed. It is shown for associating the track always to the
first vertex (left hand plot) and association to the closest vertex in z (right hand
plot). The integral of each distribution is normalized to unity.
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Another observable is the track weight produced by the fit of the signal vertex. In Fig. 7.5 the
distributions for real data and simulation are shown. For these distributions the tracks are
associated to the closest vertex in z at step 3 of the association map. As already mentioned in
Section 3.2.1 the track weight is a measure for the impact of the track on the the vertex fit. A
track weight of zero means no impact, while one means a large impact on the vertex fit. Since
this track weight is only needed in step 1 of the work flow of the association map differences
between the two options for step 3 are expected to be in the first bin only. This is due to the
fact that with associating the track always to the first vertex more tracks are considered as
signal tracks. All these additional tracks should have a track weight of zero stored for the
first vertex. The agreement between data and simulation is good. No large discrepancies are
visible.
Finally, in Fig. 7.6 the quality distributions of the association to the first vertex are compared.
As illustrated for associating the track to the first vertex in step 3 no association to the first
vertex is created in iteration 3 (leading to a quality of 0). Based on the results discussed earlier
this is, of course, expected. For associating the track to the closest vertex in z the amount of
associations to the first vertex is almost the same for each iteration. Most of the times only
small deviations between real data and simulation can be observed. When associating the
track to the closest vertex in z direction, the data significantly deviates from the simulation
in the bin corresponding to quality 3. For this option, quality class 3 can only be reached by
tracks that have a very large distance to the first primary vertex.
To conclude, most of the presented comparisons show a very good agreement between sim-
ulation and data. Most of the disagreements can be explained by a higher number of pileup
tracks in data. The general shape of the distribution is always in good agreement.
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Figure 7.5.: The distributions of the track weights for the first vertex in data and
simulation. All tracks are considered that are associated to the first vertex with the
default configuration of the association map. In gray the uncertainty of the expected
value from simulation is shown. The integral of each distribution is normalized to
unity.
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Figure 7.6.: Quality distribution of the association to the first vertex in data and
simulation for associating the track always to the first vertex (left hand plot) and to
the closest vertex in z (right hand plot). The statistical uncertainty in y are to small
to be seen. The integral of each distribution is normalized to unity.
7.2.2. Association Efficiency
In this part an efficiency calculation is presented. Based on all events in which a muon pair
with an invariant mass around the nominal Z0 peak is reconstructed it is checked if both
muons are associated to the same vertex. In doing so, mainly the performance of the asso-
ciation is considered while possible issues of the vertex or track reconstruction have a small
impact. A comparison of the vertex and track reconstruction between data and simulation
can be found in reference [16]. Figure 7.7 shows the results of the different qualities of the
association. The efficiency is analyzed as a function of pT of the individual muons or of the
minimum distance between the primary vertex and the trajectory of the muon. For one as-
sociation and with associating the track to the closest vertex in z during the step 3 still some
lack of efficiencies are visible. As shown on the left hand plot, especially when one muon has
a minimum distance greater than 0.2 mm the efficiency drops to about 70 %. For associating
the track always to the first vertex this decrease is not so significant but still visible. Already
with two associations these inefficiencies almost vanish. For two associations with the asso-
ciation to the closest vertex in z only in a few bins the efficiency drops below 100 %. For the
other option as well as for more associations the efficiency is always 100 %. The other two
plots compare the different pileup subtraction techniques. As expected applying no pileup
subtraction leads to an efficiency of 100 %. Furthermore, the Muon/Egamma and Jet/MET
approaches lead to an efficiency that is almost always 100 %. Only in very few bins it drops.
On the right hand plot it can be seen that all inefficiencies come from muons that have a pT
smaller than 20 GeV. For the default configuration of the association map the largest ineffi-
ciency is around 10 GeV and in the order of 5 %. Comparing this to the efficiency of tracks
coming from B hadron decays discussed in Section 6.4.1 a difference. There, the association
map is competitive with the other techniques and for more than one association it leads to
even better results.
It is studied which of the selected muon pairs are not fully associated to the first vertex by
the association map. In Fig. 7.8 the invariant mass of the muon pairs is shown. Out of 10 316
selected muon pairs for 42 pairs at least one muon is not associated to the signal vertex
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Figure 7.7.: The efficiencies in associating both muons from a Z0 decay to the signal
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not associated to the signal vertex (right hand plot). It is done for different pileup
subtraction techniques. The integral of each histogram is normalized to unity.
with the default configuration of the association map. This is in the order of a few per mill.
As listed in the left hand plot the central value of the invariant mass changes only slightly
towards the nominal Z0 mass while the RMS remains stable. On the right hand plot the muon
pairs are shown that fail the association test. For the Muon/Egamma and Jet/MET approach
only one pair with an invariant mass of 54 GeV is not selected. The invariant mass of the 42
muon pairs from the association map mentioned earlier is distributed over the whole range.
Around the nominal Z0 mass a small peak is visible, too.
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7.3. EmissT Validation
The reconstruction of the EmissT is compared with respect to agreement between data and
simulation and different pileup subtraction techniques for the selected events. The method
of the analysis has already been introduced in Section 6.3.
7.3.1. Data and Simulation Comparison
The performance of the default configuration of the association map is compared between
simulation and data. The results of the raw and corrected EmissT can be seen in Figs. 7.9
and 7.10, respectively. The reconstructed raw EmissT in data is on average about 1 GeV higher
than in simulation and a bit wider. After the first correction this difference vanishes. Re-
garding the dependence on the number of pileup interactions half of the points overlay each
other. For the dependence of the raw EmissT there are some differences visible, especially in
the low number of pileup region. There, the discrepancy is in the order of four standard
deviations. This may be due to the rather low number of events with such low number of
pileup interactions. The same holds for the corrected EmissT comparison. There is only one
additional significant difference at around 22 pileup interactions visible. Including the sta-
tistical uncertainties, no other large disagreement is observed.
7.3.2. Pileup Subtraction Technique Comparison using Data
Finally, the different pileup subtraction techniques are compared based on data events. In
Fig. 7.11 the corrected EmissT distribution as well as its dependence on the number of pileup in-
teractions is shown. The distribution without corrections have already been discussed. Also
for data, the association map leads to the best results while the Muon/Egamma approach
leads to very similar results. Comparing this to the results shown in Fig. 6.14 it is evidenced
that the difference between these two approaches on the one hand and the Jet/MET approach
increased to around 1 GeV. With respect to applying no pileup subtraction the gap increased
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lation. Here, the default configuration of the association map is used. The uncer-
tainty of the simulation is shown in dark blue. The integral of each distribution is
normalized to unity.
to about 3 GeV. These differences are in the order of 5− 15 %.
The general dependence on the number of pileup interactions is comparable. Increasing the
number of pileup interactions by three leads to an increase of the averaged EmissT of around
1.5 GeV for the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach. In case of the other two
techniques this increase is a bit higher. The conclusion of this part is the same as in Sec-
tion 6.3.2: the performance of the Jet/MET approach is as good as the association map for
events with two more pileup interactions.
7.4. Conclusion
Most of the comparisons between data and simulation show good agreement. After pileup
weighting a small difference can be seen since data tends to a lower number of primary ver-
tices. This might be a reason for the deviations seen in the discussed plots. Furthermore, a
possible insufficient simulation of pileup interactions might have an impact. For instance,
for associating the track always to the first vertex in step 3 the number of signal tracks per
event is much higher in data than it is in simulation. As this difference is not visible for as-
sociating the track to the closest vertex in z, the simulation of pileup interactions may have
some inaccuracies at that point. The same behavior can be seen for the total number of re-
constructed tracks, which corresponds to no pileup subtraction.
Having this in mind the discrepancy of the sum of the pT2 for associating the track always to
the first vertex can be explained. In all studies only one significant deviation between data
and simulation can be observed for associating the track to the closest vertex in z. For the
association quality 3, the number of associations is much higher in data than in simulation.
This quality can only be reached with tracks that have a large distance to the associated ver-
tex. As shown, pileup tracks have no significant impact on this option. Hence, the reason for
this difference needs to be further investigated.
Concerning the association efficiency of the muon pair coming from the Z0 decay, in about
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99.6 % of the events both muons are assigned to the same primary vertex for the default
configuration of the association map. The invariant mass of those muon pairs that fail the
assignment cover a wide range.
Finally, the performance of the EmissT in data and simulation agree well. Comparing the dif-
ferent pileup subtraction techniques, the association map leads to the best results after the
first correction. This reinforces the recommendation to use the association map for the pileup
correction of the EmissT .
Chapter 8
Studies with High Pileup Events
In this part an outlook on the upcoming run periods is made. Nowadays predictions are
that in 2015 the LHC runs at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. Later on it is going to be
increased to 14 TeV. As illustrated in Fig. 2.3 this leads to an increase of the total cross section
of about 10 %. Furthermore, several constituents of the instantaneous luminosity are going
to be changed. In summary this will lead to a higher instantaneous luminosity by a factor
of almost 1.5 [34]. In total, the average number of expected proton-proton interactions per
bunch crossing is expected to rise to about 30 and later on to about 50.
8.1. Selected Properties of the Simulation
To study the performance of the different pileup subtraction techniques under these condi-
tions several simulated samples are produced. Three different reference points have been
chosen for the conditions of the bunch crossings:
• center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and average number of pileup interactions of 30.
• center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and average number of pileup interactions of 50.
• center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and average number of pileup interactions of 50.
Another important property of the simulation is the lowered bunch spacing of 25 ns. This
leads to a much higher influence of the so-called out-of-time pileup. For all three scenarios
out-of-time pileup is added by simulating twelve previous bunch crossings and three fol-
lowing bunch crossings.
For each listed set of conditions three samples with different signal interactions are simu-
lated. First, Z0 decays to two muons with at least one additional jets from the initial state.
With this sample the performance of the track assignment as well as the muon isolation and
the calibration of the missing transverse energy EmissT is analyzed. Second, Z
0 decays to two
electrons. Based on this sample the track assignment and the electron isolation is studied.
Finally, tt decays are also simulated. With this the performance of the track assignment and
of the jet reconstruction are analyzed. For most of the studies only the first scenario is stud-
ied in detail. The results of the other two scenarios are mostly similar. They are shown in
Appendix C.
The studies of the events are based on the reconstruction software as it was implemented
in the end of 2013. From that time on until the restart of the accelerator in 2015 several
improvements are made. These are going to improve the performances shown in the follow-
ing sections. Furthermore, some algorithms in the reconstruction are very likely to change.
While the definition of the relative isolation and the algorithm of the reconstruction of jets is
115
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Figure 8.1.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different associ-
ation qualities for associating the track always to the first vertex during step 3. The
conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of
pileup interactions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number
of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
not going to change the b tagging technique might be tuned to the new conditions. There-
fore, the latter one is not going to be discussed here. Another part that is going to be tuned
are the correction factors for the jet energy. Nevertheless, the pT-response of the corrected
and uncorrected jets is shown. Last, the calculation and correction of the EmissT is expected to
stay as it is.
8.2. Track Association
First, the performance of the track assignment is analyzed. For each set of conditions the
results of the different association qualities are discussed based on the Z0 → µ+µ− sample.
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Figure 8.2.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different asso-
ciation qualities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during step
3. The conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average num-
ber of pileup interactions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the
number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
In the following the results of the association map are compared to the other techniques for
all simulated samples.
The definitions of the efficiencies and purities are explained in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the
selection of the simulated and reconstructed tracks is also given in that section.
8.2.1. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 30
In this section the results for a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of
underlying pileup interactions of about 30 are shown. All results discussed are representa-
tive also for the other simulated scenarios. Hence, the results for the other scenarios can be
found in Appendices C.2.1 and C.3.1.
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Figure 8.3.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
association qualities for associating the track always to the first vertex during step
3. The conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average num-
ber of pileup interactions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the
number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
8.2.1.1. Z0→ µ+µ−
At first, the different qualities of the association map are studied. Again, only associating the
track always to the first vertex and taking the closest vertex in z only are considered. The
signal efficiencies and purities for the two techniques are shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2.
The purities of all qualities when taking always the first vertex are very low. This is due to
the fact that there are much more pileup tracks now. Associating all charged hadrons that
are not used for the production of the primary vertices to the first one has clearly a big im-
pact here. Still, only a few pileup tracks have a high pT. Hence, the purity is still very good
for such tracks. On the other hand, for qualities equal to or smaller than 3 the efficiency is
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Figure 8.4.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
association qualities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during
step 3. The conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average
number of pileup interactions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of
the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots and the
number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
acceptable. Quality 2 and 3 are about 20 % worse with respect to the results shown in Sec-
tion 4.3.1 but do not degrade as much as the purity. Quality 1 and 0 reach an efficiency of
100 %. For higher qualities the efficiency is very low.
For taking the closest vertex along z the picture changes. With the old conditions the purity
has been much better compared to taking always the first vertex. With the different density
around the signal vertex the purity drops dramatically to around 20 % independent of the
quality. Furthermore, the efficiency for only one association is very low at about 20 %. More-
over, for more associations the efficiency rises by about 20 % per association. Taking these
results it can be said that all three associations of the map deliver the same performance. This
means that the purity is always the same and the efficiency is increased by the same amount
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Figure 8.5.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques for simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The conditions are set
to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions
of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
for each association.
The pileup efficiencies and purities are shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4. It can be seen that the
pileup purity changes only slightly for both techniques. This is again due to the high num-
ber of pileup tracks. A wrong consideration of one simulated signal track as a reconstructed
pileup track leads only to a small degradation of the pileup purity. On the other hand, the
pileup efficiency for taking always the first vertex is already for one association low. For
more associations it drops to zero.
Taking the closest vertex in z leads to a much better pileup efficiency. Even with three as-
sociations it is around 50 %. Furthermore, a dependency is also visible here. After each
association the pileup efficiency drops by about 15 %. For quality 1 it is in the order of 65 %
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Figure 8.6.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques for simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
and for quality 2,3 and 4 it is 80 %. For higher quality classes a pileup efficiency of nearly
100 % is within reach. The dependency on η or pT is almost negligible. Only with respect to
the number of pileup interactions a trend can be seen. This can be explained by the rising
amount of pileup tracks per event. Consequently, a nearly constant number of wrongly as-
sociated signal tracks leads to an improvement in pileup purity with respect to the number
of pileup interactions. The drop to a pileup purity of 0 % for high transverse momenta is
because of the low number of pileup tracks in this region. Hence, one wrongly associated
signal track can lead to a very low pileup purity.
As a next study, based on this sample the different pileup subtraction techniques are com-
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Figure 8.7.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques for simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The conditions are set to
a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions of
30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
pared. In Fig. 8.5 the signal purities and efficiencies of the different approaches are shown.
Comparing these to the results shown in Chapter 4 it is visible that the results for the high
pileup events are worse. The approach of the Jet/MET group lead to the best results. For
both, the association map and the approach of the Muon/Egamma group, the efficiency is
very low. Both approaches try to find the closest primary vertex to the track for an associ-
ation. With the new conditions and the higher vertex density around the signal vertex this
leads to insufficient efficiency. The same holds for the purity. With the old conditions the
association map and the approach of the Muon/Egamma group reached very good results
while the approach of the Jet/MET group is comparatively worse. With the new conditions
all approaches lead to similar results in terms of purity. In Fig. 8.6 the pileup purities and
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efficiencies of the different approaches are shown. The Jet/MET approach leads to the worst
results especially for the pileup efficiency. The other two approaches are still in the same
region. Only for tracks with a very low pT the approach of the Muon/Egamma group leads
to significantly better results than the association map in terms of pileup efficiency. With
respect to the pileup purity the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach lead to
similar results, again.
8.2.1.2. Z0→ e+e−
The different pileup subtraction techniques are compared based on simulated Z0 → e+e−
events. The signal efficiencies and purities can be found in Fig. 8.7. Again all purities are
in the same region around 10 %. For tracks with a pT greater than 10 GeV the purity reaches
acceptable values. The efficiency of the Jet/MET approach is again much better than the
other two. Only for tracks with a high pT the association map leads to similar results.
The distribution of the pileup purities and efficiencies are shown in Fig. 8.8. The association
map and the approach of the Muon/Egamma group lead to better results compared to the
Jet/MET technique. For the pileup purity this difference is clearly visible over the whole η
region and in the mid region of pT. Also for the pileup efficiency the association map and
the Muon/Egamma approach lead to similar results. Only for tracks with a very low pT the
Muon/Egamma technique is better. This difference is mainly due to the fact that for electrons
in the Muon/Egamma approach no primary vertex is searched but only a cut on the distance
between track and signal vertex is set. Tracks with a low pT mostly have a large uncertainty
on their vertex position. Therefore, searching for the closest vertex is more difficult for those
tracks.
8.2.1.3. Top Pair Production
Finally, the efficiencies and purities are also studied in simulated tt events. The plots for
the signal purities and efficiencies are shown in Fig. 8.9. For the first time, the association
map and the Muon/Egamma approach are significantly better in terms of purity than the
Jet/MET technique. This difference is visible over the whole η range and in the pT region
below 20 GeV. On the other hand, the efficiency reached by the Jet/MET approach is much
better than that of the other two. On average the difference between the Jet/MET approach
on the one hand and the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach on the other
hand is in the order of 70 %. This is due to the great impact of the association of charged
hadrons. As explained in Section 2.2.4.1 the Jet/MET approach considers all charged hadrons
that are not used in the fit of the primary vertices as coming from signal vertex. On the other
hand the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach try to find the closest vertex in
z. Because of the high density of primary vertices in the interaction region this technique is
very difficult. For the other simulated samples this difference is not so big because of the
fact that for muons and electrons both, the Jet/MET and Muon/Egamma approach, apply a
selection criterion on the distance to the first reconstructed primary vertex only.
The pileup purities and efficiencies are shown in Fig. 8.10. Here again, the Jet/MET tech-
nique leads to worse results compared to the other two. For the pileup purity this difference
is in the order of 10 % while it can reach 70 % in terms of pileup efficiency.
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Figure 8.8.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the differ-
ent pileup subtraction techniques for simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure 8.9.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques for simulated tt events. The conditions are set to a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions of
30. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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Figure 8.10.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques for simulated tt events. The conditions are set to a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions of 30.
The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots),
transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right
hand plots).
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8.2.1.4. Conclusion
In summary, the results of the track assignment for events with a higher center-of-mass en-
ergy and a higher number of pileup interactions on average are as follows. Regarding the
signal purity and efficiency it seems that no pileup subtraction is necessary. The results of
the Jet/MET technique are only a bit different. As soon as the closest primary vertex is taken
purity and efficiency drop immensely. This issue can be solved by better reconstruction al-
gorithms or by reducing the density of the primary vertices in the interaction region. To
decrease this density two different approaches can be considered. First, reducing the angle
under which the proton bunches collide. The interaction region would be enlarged in z direc-
tion. Second, the density distribution of the protons within a bunch could be changed from
Gaussian to a flat one. This may also decrease the density around the signal vertex. Regard-
ing the pileup purity and efficiency the association map and the Muon/Egamma technique
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Figure 8.11.: In the top row the distributions of the isolation of muons (left hand
plot) and electrons (right hand plot) of the different pileup subtraction techniques
are shown (the integral of each distribution is normalized to unity). Their depen-
dence on the number of pileup vertices is shown in the bottom row. It is calculated
based on Z0 → µ+µ− and Z0 → e+e− decays with 13 TeV and on average 30 pileup
interactions.
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always lead to much better results than the Jet/MET approach.
8.3. Isolation
The impact on the isolation is studied in this section. The definition and calculation of it is
explained in Section 6.1. Again, this is done for all muons and electrons with a pT greater
than 5 GeV. For muons the Z0 → µ+µ− sample is used while for electrons the Z0 → e+e−
sample is taken.
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Figure 8.12.: In the top row the distributions of the isolation of muons (left hand
plot) and electrons (right hand plot) of the different pileup subtraction techniques
are shown (the integral of each distribution is normalized to unity). Their depen-
dence on the number of pileup vertices are shown in the bottom row. It is calculated
based on Z0 → µ+µ− and Z0 → e+e− decays with 13 TeV and on average 50 pileup
interactions.
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8.3.1. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 30
The results of the different isolations are shown in Fig. 8.11. As expected, the distributions
for the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach are very similar. Also the results
for the Jet/MET approach and for no pileup cleaning differ only slightly. Comparing these
results to the reference shown in Fig. 6.3 the relative isolation increases by a factor of around
2. This may be because of the higher center-of-mass energy and the higher number of pileup
tracks. For instance, at around 20 pileup interactions the average relative isolation of the
muons for the reference scenario is in the order of 0.1. For the upcoming conditions it is in
the order 0.4. This is completely caused by the higher center-of-mass energy since the aver-
age number of tracks per pileup vertex is not expected to change much. Together with the
shifted number of pileup interactions to higher values the increase of the relative isolation
can be explained.
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Figure 8.13.: In the top row the distributions of the isolation of muons (left hand
plot) and electrons (right hand plot) of the different pileup subtraction techniques
are shown (the integral of each distribution is normalized to unity). Their depen-
dency on the number of pileup vertices are shown in the bottom row. It is calculated
based on Z0 → µ+µ− and Z0 → e+e− decays with 14 TeV and on average 50 pileup
interactions.
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Another observation is that for the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach the
dependence on the number of pileup interactions is much smaller than for the other two
techniques. A smaller dependence leads to a constant performance for future reconstruc-
tions.
8.3.2. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
In Fig. 8.12 the distributions of the particle isolation for events with about 50 underlying
pileup interactions are shown. Comparing these results to those with about 30 underlying
pileup interactions the relative isolation increases tremendously by almost 50 %. This in-
crease is of course due to the higher number of pileup interactions. Hence, the impact of the
number of pileup interactions is visible here.
8.3.3. 14 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
Finally, the relative isolations for events at a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and on average
50 pileup interactions are shown in Fig. 8.13. The difference between 13 TeV and 14 TeV is not
so large. For both, muons and electrons, the relative isolation increases slightly. This may
be due to the fact that the number of tracks does not rise much from 13 to 14 TeV but the
momentum of the particular particles does a bit. Since the sum of the energy of all particles
within the R-cone of 0.4 (0.3 for electrons) is divided by the momentum of the particular
track it may lead to a slightly higher relative isolation for particles from events with a higher
center-of-mass energy.
8.4. Jet Reconstruction
In this part the effects on the jet reconstruction are studied. The definitions can be found in
Section 6.2.2. Again, the results for the uncorrected and corrected jets are shown. The corre-
sponding correction factors have been defined based on the results of the 2012 simulations.
Hence, they might not lead to fully satisfying results for higher energies and more pileup
interactions.
Since the results do not change much for the three high pileup scenarios only the first one
(center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and on average 30 pileup interactions) is discussed here.
The plots for the other two scenarios can be found in Appendices C.2.2 and C.3.2.
8.4.1. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 30
The results for the mean and the width of the pT response for the uncorrected jets can be seen
in Fig. 8.14. Comparing these results to those from the reference scenario shown in Fig. 6.10
the association map and the Muon/Egamma approach still lead to very similar results. In
both approaches the pT response is always below one but show a strong dependence on η.
On the other hand, while the Jet/MET approach leads to very good results in the reference
scenario for the upcoming scenario this approach leads to too high transverse momentum of
the jets. Moreover, it leads to the same results as applying no pileup cleaning. For the whole
η range the pT response is slightly above 1. Additionally, for high pT it is very close to one.
The width of the pt response of the built jets based on these two techniques is still better than
those of the association map or the Muon/Egamma approach.
The results for the corrected jets can be found in Fig. 8.15. The Jet/MET approach the correc-
tion improves the mean of the pT response but the resulting distribution are not as flat as in
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Figure 8.14.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV and on average 30 pileup interactions for uncorrected jets. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
the reference scenario (see Fig. 6.11). This is of course expected since the correction factors
need to be tuned to the new situation. Again, the pT response for the association map and
the Muon/Egamma approach are corrected in the wrong direction. The distributions are a
bit flatter now but still below one. The width of the pT response does not change much due
to the correction. As expected, the Jet/MET technique leads to better results compared to the
association map and the Muon/Egamma approach.
8.5. EmissT Calibration
In this section the effects on the correction of the missing transverse energy are discussed.
The definitions and calculations can be found in Section 6.3. Again, only the raw EmissT as
well as the corrected EmissT after the first correction are shown.
8.5.1. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 30
The results for the first scenario are shown in Fig. 8.16. The distribution of the raw EmissT can
be found in Appendix C.1.1. Compared to the results from the reference scenario shown in
Figs. 6.12 and 6.14 the average raw EmissT per event increases by a factor of 2. After the first
correction the association map still leads to the best performance. On average the resulting
EmissT is more than 0.5 GeV lower than that of the Muon/Egamma approach and about 1 GeV
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Figure 8.15.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a center-of-mass energy of
13 TeV and on average 30 pileup interactions for corrected jets. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
lower than that of the Jet/MET approach. Also the RMS of the distribution of the association
map is the best.
8.5.2. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
The distribution of the raw missing transverse energy can be found in Appendix C.2.3. Due
to the higher number of pileup interactions the average EmissT shown in Fig. 8.17 for the sec-
ond scenario is about 20 % higher compared to that of the first scenario. The general picture
already seen in the other scenarios does not change after the first correction. Doing no pileup
subtraction leads to the worst results. The results of the Jet/MET approach are only slightly
better. The gap to the result from the association map increases a bit to almost 1.5 GeV. Be-
tween these two approaches is the Muon/Egamma approach. It leads to results that are
about 0.5 GeV worse than those of the association map. Again, the distribution of the associ-
ation map has the smallest RMS.
8.5.3. 14 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
The results for the third scenario are shown in Fig. 8.18. The distribution of the raw EmissT can
be found in Appendix C.3.3. The effect of the higher center-of-mass energy in this scenario
is only small. Again, the previous observations are confirmed. The association map leads to
the best results in the mean as well as in the RMS of the distribution of the EmissT after the first
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Figure 8.16.: The corrected EmissT distributions with an integral normalized to unity
and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices of the different pileup sub-
traction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 13 TeV and on av-
erage 30 pileup interactions. In these plots the EmissT is corrected for the contribution
of pileup interactions.
correction. The differences to the other techniques are in the same order as in the previous
scenario.
8.6. Conclusion
Concerning the performance of the track association a degradation is visible compared to the
results shown in Chapter 4. The reasons for this are the higher density of primary vertices
and the higher number of total tracks per event. The former is because of the higher num-
ber of primary vertices and the constant size of the interaction region. Because of this the
search for the best matching primary vertex for a certain track becomes more difficult. These
problems can be solved by increasing the interaction region or with more sophisticated re-
construction algorithms. With the current algorithms no pileup subtraction leads to the best
performance.
The performance with respect to the relative isolation follows in general the behavior dis-
cussed in Section 6.1. The association map and the Muon/Egamma approach lead to a much
smaller isolation compared to the other two techniques. This isolation is almost independent
of the number of pileup interactions. For the Jet/MET approach and for applying no pileup
subtraction this dependence is much stronger.
Regarding the reconstruction of the jets the performance of the Jet/MET approach and of
applying no pileup subtraction is clearly better than the performance of the other two tech-
niques. Additionally, after applying the jet energy correction factors the performance is im-
proved but not as good as for the low luminosity case. This is, of course, expected since the
correction factors have been tuned based on 8 TeV events.
For the reconstruction of the EmissT the association map clearly leads to the best results for all
scenarios. While the gap to the association map is in the order of a few percent the gap to the
other two techniques is three times larger.
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Figure 8.17.: The corrected EmissT distributions with an integral normalized to unity
and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices for different pileup subtrac-
tion techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 13 TeV and on average
50 pileup interactions. In these plots the EmissT is corrected for the contribution of
pileup interactions.
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Figure 8.18.: The corrected EmissT distributions with an integral normalized to unity
and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices of the different pileup sub-
traction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 14 TeV and on av-
erage 50 pileup interactions. In these plots the EmissT is corrected for the contribution
of pileup interactions.
Chapter 9
Summary and Outlook
In this work a new approach to identify tracks originating from pileup vertices has been
presented. Until the end of 2012 on average about 20 additional proton-proton interactions
took place simultaneously on top of one possible signal interaction in each bunch crossing.
These pileup events can have severe impact on the reconstruction of all physics objects. Two
established techniques have been developed by CMS in the past to reduce this impact. Both
techniques are similar and only apply a selection based on the trajectory for muons and elec-
trons. For charged hadrons that are not considered in the fit of the primary vertices, the
techniques follow different approaches. The present work investigates a more comprehen-
sive approach.
Implementation In order to obtain better results a new method has been implemented na-
med association map. It takes advantage of several reconstructed objects like sec-
ondary vertices, and uses advanced techniques to find the best matching primary ver-
tex for a particular track. The work flow of this association can be divided into three
steps (a) using the track weight of the primary vertices, (b) a matching to secondary
vertices and (c) a final association where three different options can be chosen. This
work flow can be executed iteratively to increase the efficiency. Additionally to each
association, a quality measure is established. This measure indicates the iteration at
which the association has been created and implies a certain purity. As consequence,
the association map is more flexible than the two established subtraction techniques.
Finally, in one event on average almost 500 tracks are associated to about 20 primary
vertices.
Optimization The different options of the association map have been compared in terms
of efficiency and purity for preserving signal tracks and subtracting pileup tracks. In
most cases, associating the track to the closest vertex in z leads to the best combination
of both. Doing so, after on iteration a signal efficiency and a purity of 86 % is reached.
With additional iterations the efficiency can be improved to more than 90 %.
General performance test with respect to established methods The default configurati-
on has been compared to the other established pileup subtraction techniques as well as
to applying no pileup subtraction. Except for tracks with a very high pT, the association
map leads to the best combination of efficiency and purity. For high-pT tracks, applying
no pileup subtraction leads to the best results. The advantage of the new approach
is up to 40 % in terms of purity. By executing the work flow of the association map
multiple times the efficiency can be improved to reach the performance of the Jet/MET
approach (≈ 92 %). Doing so, the purity of the association map remains significantly
larger (by about 10 %).
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Performance in terms of CPU load The memory and computing time consumption of the
different pileup subtraction approaches have been compared. Due to the different set-
ting of the subtraction sequence the association map takes the most time. At a max-
imum, the creation of the association map needs about 155 ms for three iterations at
current grid computing cores. For one iteration only time time consumption is only
one third of that.
On the other hand, the other two approaches need more virtual memory. The outcome
of the new approach needs a factor of 2 to 3 less memory.
Performance on physical objects The effects on high-level objects, like the relative isola-
tion or jets, have been shown to be explainable by the number of tracks that are consid-
ered as originating from the signal interaction.
The performance based on the association map leads to the best MET calibration. The
difference to the other approaches is in the order of less than 5 %.
For the jet reconstruction, without applying momentum corrections the reconstructed
momentum behaves more robust for the new approach compared to the established
techniques. Applying the correction factors the jet momentum is too small for the
default configuration of the new approach. This problem can be solved by multiple
associations of one track.
The same holds for the b-tag efficiency. One more feature that showed up for the b-jets
is that the assignment of tracks from jets or originating from B-hadron decays is more
efficient when using the new approach. In this process, the efficiency can be improved
from 97 % to almost 100 %.
Data driven performance The outcome of the association map based on simulation has
been compared to those based on data taken from the CMS experiment in 2012. As
physics analysis case Z decays into two muons has been chosen. Having weighted
the distribution of pileup vertices a good agreement is visible for several observables.
Next, the efficiency of associating both muons to the same primary vertex is studied.
In more than 99 % of the events the association map preserves the muon pair.
Finally, the performance of the different pileup subtraction techniques has been com-
pared in terms of corrected MET. Also in data, the association map leads to the best
results. Compared to the current default calibration using the new approach leads to
the same results as reducing the average number of pileup interactions by 2 (≈ 10 %).
Outlook on the future perspectives of the LHC An outlook on the performance of the pi-
leup subtraction techniques for the upcoming run conditions is also drawn. When in-
creasing the number of pileup interactions while maintaining the size of the interaction
region the search of the closest primary vertex is more complicated. Hence, the perfor-
mances of the default configuration of the association map and of the other approaches
worsen significantly. If the reconstruction algorithms remain as they were end of 2013,
applying no pileup subtraction leads to the best results in terms of track association
and jet reconstruction. In contrast, in terms of the correction of the missing transverse
energy the association map leads clearly to the best results for all predictions of the
future run conditions.
A few approaches are possible to solve these upcoming problems. The reconstruction al-
gorithms will be changed till the beginning of the next run period in 2015 to cope with the
harder conditions. The work flow of the association map itself could be improved by a bet-
ter reconstruction of the secondary vertices. Up to now only a small amount of tracks can
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be matched to such vertices. In the context of a global description of the event it is recom-
mended to create the association map using two or three iterations. By applying different se-
lection criteria on the quality of the association it is possible to achieve optimal performance
in terms of all observables discussed in this work. Having tuned the jet energy correction fac-
tors or the working point of the b-tagging discriminant an explicit statement could be made
about the impacts on a complete physics analysis. Nevertheless, identifying particles from
the signal interactions will remain challenging. Limiting the impact of pileup interactions
will play an important role to guarantee a good precision in future analyses.

Appendix A
Comparison of the Association Qualities
In the following a comparison is shown of the association quality 4 to 0 of the three options
for step 3 of the association map. It is done concerning the product of efficiency ε and purity
p for signal and pileup tracks, respectively. For the definition of the efficiencies and purities
see Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. It can be seen that taking the closest vertex in all three dimensions
(labeled ”3D”) or in z direction only (labeled ”z”) leads to better results than associating the
track always to the first vertex (”1st”). For most of the plots the first two overlay each other.
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Figure A.1.: Comparison of the product of efficiency and purity of the association
qualities 4 to 0 of the different options for step 3. They are shown as a function of
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), pT (middle plots) and number of pileup interac-
tions (right hand plots).
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Figure A.2.: Comparison of the product of efficiency and purity of the association
qualities 4 to 0 of the different options for step 3. They are shown as a function of
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), pT (middle plots) and number of pileup interac-
tions (right hand plots).

Appendix B
On the Agreement between Data and
Simulation
On the left hand plot in Fig. B.1 the distribution of the corrected EmissT is shown (see also
Section 7.3.1). In order to compare these two distributions the ratio is shown. This is done
because the systematic uncertainties are expected to dominate and most of them cancel out
in the ratio. Considering the first bin of the distribution in the ratio plot, a discrepancy in
the order of four standard deviations can be seen. The uncertainty of the ratio is calculated
using Gaussian error propagation. Comparing this to the first bin of the actual distribution
on the left hand side, a discrepancy in the order of two standard deviations is expected from
intention. The reason for this difference of more than one standard deviation is due to the fact
that the ratio of two Gaussian distributions is complicated. While the mean is undefined the
variance is infinite [35]. Assuming that the statistic uncertainties are dominant one should
calculate the difference instead of the ratio. This is done in the right hand plot of Fig. B.1.
In the first bin the discrepancy is in the order of two standard deviations. Hence, taking the
difference of the two values leads to more intuitive results. Often, the significance of the
difference is lower than it is for the ratio. This means that the results of the ratio describe an
upper bound of the significance.
Although correctly calculating the significance of the ratio is complex, ratio plots are shown
in Chapter 7. In order to make a statement about the compatibility of the two values it should
be kept in mind that the actual significances are mostly smaller than they appear in the ratio
plots based on Gaussian error propagation.
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Figure B.1.: A comparison between data and simulation. Shown are the actual dis-
tribution (left hand plot), the ratio (middle plot) and the difference (right hand plot)
of data and simulation. On the right hand plot filled circles stand for negative val-
ues while empty circles represent positive values.
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Appendix C
Results for High Pileup Scenarios
In the following the results are shown for the track association and the jet reconstruction
for event with a high number of pileup interactions. Information of the conditions of the
simulation can be found in Chapter 8. The definitions of the various parameter can be found
in Chapter 4 and Section 6.2.2.
C.1. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 30
In this study the center-of-mass energy is set to 13 TeV while the average number of pileup
interaction is 30.
C.1.1. EmissT Reconstruction
The distribution of the raw missing transverse energy.
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Figure C.1.: The raw EmissT distributions with their integral normalized to unity and
their dependence on the number of pileup vertices of the different pileup subtrac-
tion techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 13 TeV and on average
30 pileup interactions. No correction has been applied. Hence, all distributions are
exactly the same.
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C.2. 13 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
In this study the center-of-mass energy is set to 13 TeV while the average number of pileup
interaction is 50.
C.2.1. Track Association
The general performance of the different qualities is similar to those presented in Section 8.2
and much worse compared to the results shown in Chapter 4. Hence, the explanations and
conclusions given earlier are also valid here. Doing no pileup subtraction leads to the best
results.
C.2.1.1. Z0→ µ+µ−
Based on 25 000 simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events the different association qualities are com-
pared. Furthermore, the default configuration of the association map is compared to the
other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.2.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different quali-
ties for associating the track always to the first vertex during step 3. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.3.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different quali-
ties for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during step 3. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.4.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
qualities for associating the track always to the first vertex during step 3. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.5.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
qualities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during step 3. The
conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of
pileup interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number
of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.6.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.7.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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C.2.1.2. Z0→ e+e−
Based on 10 000 simulated Z0 → e+e− events the default configuration of the association
map is compared to the other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.8.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.9.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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C.2.1.3. Top Pair Production
Based on 10 000 simulated tt events the default configuration of the association map is com-
pared to the other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.10.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The conditions are set to a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions of
50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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Figure C.11.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The conditions are set
to a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions
of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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C.2.2. Jet Reconstruction
Based on 10 000 simulated tt events the performance of the jet reconstruction is compared
among the pileup subtraction techniques concerning the pt response ζ. Applying no pileup
subtraction and the Jet/MET approach lead to the best results.
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Figure C.12.: The mean 〈ζ〉 (top row) and width σζ (bottom row) of the pT response
of the different pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and on average 50 pileup interactions for uncor-
rected jets. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left
hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup inter-
actions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.13.: The mean 〈ζ〉 (top row) and width σζ (bottom row) of the pT response
of the different pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV and on average 50 pileup interactions for corrected
jets. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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C.2.3. EmissT Reconstruction
The distribution of the raw missing transverse energy.
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Figure C.14.: The raw EmissT distributions scaled with their integral normalized to
unity and their dependence on the number of pileup vertices of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 13 TeV
and on average 50 pileup interactions. No correction has been applied. Hence, all
distributions are exactly the same.
C.3. 14 TeV and 〈PU〉 = 50
In this study the center-of-mass energy is set to 14 TeV while the average number of pileup
interaction is 50.
C.3.1. Track Association
Observations are similar to those shown in Section 8.2. Discussion of the results can be found
there.
C.3.1.1. Z0→ µ+µ−
Based on 25 000 simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events the different association qualities are com-
pared. Furthermore, the default configuration of the association map is compared to the
other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.15.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different quali-
ties for associating the track always to the first vertex during step 3. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.16.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different qual-
ities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during step 3. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.17.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the differ-
ent qualities for associating the track always to the first vertex during step 3. The
conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of
pileup interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number
of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.18.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the differ-
ent qualities for associating the track to the closest vertex in z only during step 3.
The conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average num-
ber of pileup interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the
pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the
number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.19.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The condi-
tions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup
interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity
η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.20.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the dif-
ferent pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− decays. The
conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of
pileup interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number
of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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C.3.1.2. Z0→ e+e−
Based on 10 000 simulated Z0 → e+e− events the default configuration of the association
map is compared to the other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.21.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pi-
leup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The conditions
are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup in-
teractions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η
(left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup
interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.22.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the dif-
ferent pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated Z0 → e+e− decays. The
conditions are set to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of
pileup interactions of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudo-
rapidity η (left hand plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number
of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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C.3.1.3. Top Pair Production
Based on 10 000 simulated tt events the default configuration of the association map is com-
pared to the other pileup subtraction techniques.
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Figure C.23.: The efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The conditions are set to a
center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions of
50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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Figure C.24.: The pileup efficiencies, purities and the product of both of the different
pileup subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events. The conditions are set
to a center-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and an average number of pileup interactions
of 50. The distributions are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand
plots), transverse momentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions
(right hand plots).
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C.3.2. Jet Reconstruction
Based on 10 000 simulated tt events the performance of the jet reconstruction is compared
among the pileup subtraction techniques concerning the pt response ζ.
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Figure C.25.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a center-of-mass energy of
14 TeV and on average 50 pileup interactions for uncorrected jets. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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Figure C.26.: The mean 〈ζ〉 and width σζ of the pT response of the different pileup
subtraction techniques based on simulated tt events at a center-of-mass energy of
14 TeV and on average 50 pileup interactions for corrected jets. The distributions
are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity η (left hand plots), transverse mo-
mentum (middle plots) and the number of pileup interactions (right hand plots).
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C.3.3. EmissT Reconstruction
The distribution of the raw missing transverse energy.
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Figure C.27.: The raw EmissT distributions with their integral normalized to unity and
their dependence on the number of pileup vertices of the different pileup subtrac-
tion techniques based on simulated Z0 → µ+µ− events with 14 TeV and on average
50 pileup interactions. No correction has been applied. Hence, all distributions are
exactly the same.
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